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Abstract
A current research focus in subsonic aeronautics is the reduction of noise, emissions and
fuel burn. The Silent Aircraft Initiative, NASA N+2 and N+3 projects are examples of
recent efforts investigating innovative aircraft configurations to meet the future goals of air
transportation. This requires novel methodologies to assess unconventional aircraft designs.
This thesis is part of the N+2 program and focuses on the development of a method for the
assessment of turbomachinery noise shielding in hybrid wing body aircraft.
The preliminary design and assessment of novel aircraft configurations require both low
computational cost and versatility of the shielding method. High fidelity methods, such as
for example boundary element methods, are computationally expensive and not amenable
for optimization framework integration. On the other hand, low fidelity methods, such as
the barrier shielding method, are limited in their source and geometry definitions. The
diffraction integral method is a simplified ray tracing method capturing edge diffracted
rays. Creeping rays and reflected rays are not accounted for making the method suitable
for flat geometries with sharp edges. It is based on the Maggi-Rubinowicz formulation of
the Kirchoff diffraction theory for monopole source descriptions and is inherently a high
frequency method. The diffraction line integral requires numerical integration and does not
account for flight effects.
A new method described in this thesis was developed to address these shortcomings.
It is based on the Miyamoto and Wolf formulation of the boundary diffraction theory to
allow the definition of source directivity inherent to turbomachinery noise. It is amenable to
multipole and directional point source descriptions. Bulk flight effects are modelled with a
generalized Prandtl-Glauert approach. Computational cost is dramatically decreased using
uniform asymptotic theory to reduce the diffraction integral into a simple Fresnel inte-
gral. The Fresnel integral is solved via an analytical approximation such that the resulting
shielding method does not require numerical integration. The method is applicable to three-
dimensional aircraft configurations and comparison with an equivalent source method for
sphere and disk shielding test cases show good agreement at high frequencies. Its analytical
formulation offers compatibility with optimization frameworks facilitating new perspectives
in aircraft design for noise reduction.
Thesis Supervisor: Zoltin S. Spakovszky
Title: H. N. Slater Associate Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Reducing noise around airports while decreasing fuel burn is one of the challenging
goals of current research in aeronautics. In response to the growth of air transporta-
tion, NASA and other government agencies are funding research to address these
challenges.
Funded by the Cambridge MIT Institute (CMI), the Silent Aircraft Initiative
(SAI) investigated unconventional aircraft designs which could potentially be both
fuel efficient and of low noise signature. The effort resulted in a promising Hybrid-
Wing Body (HWB) aircraft configuration dubbed the SAX-40 (shown in Figure 1-2
[2]). Utilizing a large lifting planform area to shield the noise generated by the turbo-
machinery along with advanced operational procedures, the SAX-40 was calculated
to achieve 61 dBA with a 25% reduction in fuel burn 12].
NASA's N+2 program focuses on reducing both noise and fuel burn. In this case,
the NASA goals are set for the second generation of aircraft beyond the one currently
in service. To address the challenges related to the growth of air transportation, they
goals shown in Figure 1-1 need to be met by further aircraft design.
The N+2 project requires medium fidelity methodologies with the ability to assess
the potential of innovative designs. These methods also need to be fast, in order to
allow the investigation of a broad design space (see for example [2]).
N+01X2015* N+2.202"* N+3 a202**
TechnologyBm RelsUv TaecnologyBends Relative Tcholoy BwnTo a nge Asle RO i renc e Ta LargeTdInAW* econfiuaton e____I_ co__o
Noise
(cum below Stage 4) -32 dB -42 dB -71 dB
LTO NO, Emi -60% -75% better than -75%below CAEP 6) __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
PerlomnancC
MOMa Fu Bum -33%** -50%** better than -70%
-33% -50% exploit metro-plex* concepts
Figure 1-1: NASA goals for the next generations of aircraft [1].
Figure 1-2: SAX-40 Conceptual Aircraft Design [2].
. . ........... 
1.1 NASA's N+2 Subsonic Fixed-Wing Project
One of the main objectives of the N+2 project is to develop methodologies for the de-
sign of quiet, fuel-efficient aircraft. These methods must be compatible with advanced
and unconventional configurations.
The N+2 project is divided into two phases and the high-level tasks of the program
lead by the Boeing-MIT-UCI team are briefly summarized.
Phase I
" Definition of a non-proprietary HWB aircraft configuration based on a cargo
conversion of the SAX-40 to be used as a platform for assessment of methods
and technologies developed during the project.
" Expension of the design for two different propulsion systems (see N2A and N2B
configurations in Figure 1-3).
" Initial noise and fuel burn assessment of the aircraft.
" Planning of the aero-acoustic and aerodynamic wind tunnel test.
Phase II
" Improvement of existing prediction methods for the design and analysis of un-
conventional HWB aircraft that meet the N+2 goals at no computational cost
increase.
* Refinement of the candidate HWB aircraft to meet the N+2 goals.
" Fabrication of the HWB aircraft model for the wind tunnel test.
" Validation of the prediction methods with aero-acoustic and aerodynamic test
data.
The goal of MIT's phase II effort was to develop prediction methods to be imple-
mented into NASA's Aircraft NOise Prediction Program (ANOPP). ANOPP assesses
Figure 1-3: Boeing N2A (top) and N2B (bottom) configurations based on the cargo
version of the SAX- 40 and using podded and embedded engines respectively [picture
courtesy of D. Odle, Boeing].
the different aircraft noise contributions and executes a Federal Aviation Regulation
(FAR) Part 36 certification estimate (see [6]). The current methods implemented
in ANOPP (see Heidmann Fan module [7] for example) are based on correlations of
experimental data and are of low computational cost. A key limitation is that they
are based mostly on conventional aircraft configurations. The challenge for the new
methods is to be of applicable to alternative configurations at no computational cost
increase.
MIT's task was to develop an alternative to ANOPP's method for turbomachinery
noise shielding assessment. ANOPP currently employs the barrier shielding method
derived from the work of Beranek [8] and Maekawa [9] (see description in next section).
The effort led by the University of California Irvine aimed at the development of
a jet noise shielding methodology [10]. The objective was to improve on the barrier
shielding by a higher fidelity method that does not require a dramatic increase in
computational ressources.
1.2 Current Shielding Methods
There are four main classes of shielding assessment methods which can be used for
noise shielding prediction. For integration into ANOPP, the new method should be
of higher fidelity and flexibility than the Barrier Shielding Method but at no com-
putational cost increase. These requirements and the following comparison between
current methods summarized in the next sub-sections motivated the development of
the Diffraction Integral Method. As seen in Table 1.1, higher fidelity methods require
a dramatic increase in computational ressources.
Table 1.1: Capabilities and drawbacks of current noise shielding methods.
Computation Source Flight
-al cost directivity effects
Ray tracing High ++ No 3D Yes
method
BEM High +++ Monopoles, 3D YesDipoles
ESM High +++ Multipoles 3D Yes
Barrier shielding Low 
- No 2D No
method
DIM Medium - Any 3D Yes
1.2.1 Barrier Shielding Method
Beranek [81 and Maekawa 19] developed a barrier shielding method based on empirical
correlations of noise attenuation to Fresnel's number for a semi-infinite rectangular
screen. The method therefore considers only straight edge diffraction from planar
shielding geometries. Furthermore, it does not account for source directivity and flight
effects. Although it is computationally inexpensive, the above-mentioned limitations
are prohibitive for its use in turbomachinery noise shielding prediction of complex 3D
configurations. Figure 1-4 illustrates the application of the barrier shielding method
to a hybrid wing body aircraft.
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Figure 1-4: HWB aircraft acoustic shielding comparison between: a) barrier shielding
method [3], b) diffraction integral method [3], and c) ray tracing method [4].
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Figure 1-5: Schematic of the different rays involved in Ray Tracing Methods: Incident,
reflected, edge diffracted and creeping rays.
1.2.2 Ray racing Methods
These methods are based on a high frequency approach. Geometrical optics is applied
to compute the field due to incident and reflected rays on the shielding object. The
Geometrical Theory of Diffraction provides the necessary extension to evaluate the
acoustic field in the shadow regions. It introduces diffracted rays in addition to
reflected and refracted rays encountered in the classical geometrical optics. There are
two types of diffracted rays: edge-diffracted rays and creeping rays, as illustrated in
Figure 1-5.\Ray Tracing methods are generally setup for monopole noise sources and
are computationally expensive since the path of each ray needs to be evaluated with
an iterative scheme. These considerations limit their use for noise shielding prediction
and integration into ANOPP. But the accurate modeling of noise scattering by ray
tracing methods and their compatibility with flight effects at low Mach numbers (as
a first order approximation such as described in [4]) makes them amenable for noise
shielding assessment in the more advanced design stages. Van Rens [11] demonstrated
applicability of the ray tracing method to complicated shielding geometries such as
Blended Wing Body aircraft configurations. During the Silent Aircraft Initiative,
Agarwald and Dowling [4] quantified acoustic shielding effects of a Hybrid Wing
Body aircraft by a ray-tracing method (see [4]) and found that the frequencies from
the noise spectrum of the propulsion system were sufficiently high for ray theory to
yield results that compared well with experiments.
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1.2.3 Boundary Element Methods
surface point sources noise source
observer shielding object
Figure 1-6: Schematic of the equivalent sources defined on the surface of the shielding
object in a boundary element method [3].
In the case of noise scattering computations, boundary element method (BEM) codes
are solving for an integral version of the Helmholtz equation. The solution at any point
in the computational domain is represented by an integral over the outer-boundary.
By representing the boundary edges as a set of panels or 'equivalent sources', as il-
lustrated in Figure 1-6, the boundary integral equation is reduced to a linear system
of equations making a numerical solution possible. Solving the linear system can be-
come computationally expensive as the matrix size depends on the size of the shielding
object and the mesh which should be fine enough to resolve the relevant source fre-
quencies. Also, the problem reduction into a panel method is valid for monopoles
or dipoles only. Because of the mentioned computational requirements, boundary
element methods are likely not preferred for integration into ANOPP. Assuming the
mesh size to be smaller than the wavelength, the BEM methods are more accurate
than the barrier shielding and ray tracing methods, applicable to complex shielding
geometries at any source frequency. As such, they have been used for acoustic shield-
ing prediction of Blended Wing Body aircraft configurations. During the previously
mentioned SAI program, Agarwald and Dowling [12] developed a BEM code account-
ing for flight effects using the transformation suggested by Taylor [13] and applied it
for noise shielding assessment of the SAX-03 airframe. As computational cost became
impractical at high frequency, the analysis was carried at a reduced frequency ka of
50, where k is the wavenumber and a is the center body chord equivalent to a full
scale frequency of 50 Hz. This low frequency noise attenuation assessment revealed
a potential shielding of up to 18 dB by the considered airframe.
1.2.4 Equivalent Source Methods
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Figure 1-7: Schematic of the equivalent sources defined on the surface of the shielding
object in a Equivalent Source Method [3].
Equivalent source methods are based on the same approach as boundary element
methods. Both methods express the acoustic field in terms of equivalent source con-
tributions. While in the boundary element method case the equivalent sources are
located on the boundary of the shielding object and are either monopoles or dipoles,
the equivalent sources are located inside the structure as illustrated in Figure 1-7.
This enables the sources to be of multipole nature (monopoles, dipoles, quadrupoles,
etc.). Similar to boundary element methods, solving the linear system of equations
can rapidely make equivalent source methods impractical at high frequencies.
An example of the equivalent source method is NASA's Fast Scattering Code
(FSC) that computes the scattered acoustic field produced by the interaction of an
incident sound from a known noise source with a body of arbitrary geometry. Reimann
et al. [14] validated the Fast Scattering Code on realistic shielding object shapes by
carrying out numerical studies on the scattered noise field surrounding a blended
wing body center nacelle and comparing the results with experimental data. Good
agreement between experimental results and simulations indicated that the FSC is
able to predict the acoustic behavior of the source plus center nacelle combination.
Dunn and Tinetti [15][16] derived and implemented a generalized Prandtl-Glauert
. ...................... .. 
transformation for NASA's Fast Scattering Code to account for flight effects. They
demonstrated the code's ability by applying it to cases involving model nacelle, wing,
and airframe components.
1.3 Previous Work
Most turbomachinery noise shielding assessments of advanced aicraft configurations
such as HWB-type configurations have been studied using either ray tracing, bound-
ary element method or equivalent source method codes. As shown in Table 1.1, none
of these methods offers the required combination of medium fidelity, flexibility and
low computational cost to be an improved alternative to the barrier shielding method.
Furthermore, these methods cannot be integrated into optimization frameworks where
a large number of aircraft configurations is explored.
This consideration motivated the development of a simplified ray tracing method,
called the Diffraction Integral Method, to meet the objectives and goals of the N+2
program [3][171. The original version was based on the Kirchoff theory of diffrac-
tion which is derived assuming the incident acoustic field to be unchanged on the
surface of the shielding object. This approximation holds when the wavelength is
much smaller than the shielding object and is therefore limited to high frequencies.
Since turbomachinery noise frequencies are high, the diffraction integral method is
deemed adequate to assess FAR 36 noise. In comparison to ray tracing methods,
an inherent shortcoming of this approach is that its underlying theory captures only
edge-diffracted rays. Also, flight effects are not accounted for.
This original version of the diffraction integral method makes use of the Maggi-
Rubinowicz potential [181 to reduce the Kirchoff diffraction surface integral into a line
integral along the outline of the shielding object. The outline is determined based
on the source line-of-sight. Although this transformation reduces the computational
cost, it also inherently constrains the source to a monopole description. The resulting
line integral is then expressed in a form that can be integrated numerically using an
adaptative Gauss-Kronrod quadrature method as suggested by Lummer [19]. The
method was partially validated against NASA's Fast Scattering Code for two canoni-
cal shielding geometries: a sphere and a circular disk. It was shown to perform better
at high frequencies and for disk-like geometries.
To summarize, the original version of the diffraction integral method is simpler
than higher fidelity methods with the inherent limitations given the involved concepts
that (1) the diffraction pattern is characterized by edge-diffracted rays only, (2) the
reduced frequency is assumed high, (3) the acoustic source is a monopole, (4) flight
effects are not accounted for, (5) a numerical integration scheme is required.
1.4 Thesis Objectives and Goals
The underlying idea of this thesis is to use concepts from the field of optics with the
goal to model noise scattering for arbitrary source descriptions at low computational
cost.
More specifically, the thesis objectives are to: (1) reformulate the approach of the
original version of the Diffraction Integral Method to be amenable to various source
descriptions and to account for flight effects, (2) demonstrate applicability to wide
range of geometries and validate the method against a high fidelity method and, (3)
decrease computational cost of the diffraction integral method to be compatible with
ANOPP and optimization frameworks.
1.5 Thesis overview
The next chapter reviews the theory of boundary diffracted waves and explains the key
ideas and concepts behind the derivation of the diffraction integral method. Chapter
3 assesses the error due to the use of a directivity function to include directivity in the
noise source description. It can be concluded that this approach should be avoided
in the case of turbomachinery noise shielding assessment. Chapter 4 explains the
implementation strategy of the method. The last chapter describes the validation of
the diffraction integral method through comparisons with NASA's FSC and delineates
its limitations. It also illustrates the application of the method to the N2A aircraft
configuration and investigates the impact of source directivity and flight effects on
the noise attenuation patterns.
1.6 Contributions
A new high frequency approach for the diffraction integral method has been formu-
lated to remedy to limitations of the original method. The enabling concepts bor-
rowed from the geometrical theory of diffraction allow the use of source descriptions
such as monopole, dipole and directional point sources. The obtained expression for
the diffracted pressure field is reduced to a simple expression involving Fresnel inte-
grals, which can be approximated analytically. Therefore, and unlike higher fidelity
methods such as the boundary element method and the equivalent source method,
the diffraction integral method does not require the use of a numerical integration
scheme. This reduces the computational cost dramatically. The diffraction integral
method accounts for flight effects using a generalized Prandtl-Glauert transformation.
It is compatible with alternative aircraft configurations similar to the original method.
The new method is therefore of higher flexibility and fidelity than the currently used
barrier shielding method at no computational cost increase. The new method is in
the process of being implemented in ANOPP.
Turbomachinery noise shielding assessment of the N2A airframe using the diffrac-
tion integral method revealed a difference in attenuation pattern of up to 12 dB
between a directional point source and a monopole point source. The forward mo-
tion of the source and the N2A airframe was also shown to modify the insertion loss
pattern of up to 2.5 dB compared to a static case.
Chapter 2
Theoretical Derivation of the
Diffraction Integral Method
This chapter outlines the derivation of the expression for the scattered-noise around an
arbitrary object at a given forward flight condition as implemented in the Diffraction
Integral Method. The diffraction integral method is based on the Kirchoff diffraction
theory [181 that expresses the diffracted field at any point as the superposition of waves
emitted from the aperture through which the incident field is diffracted. Formally,
the scattered field can be written as a surface integral on the aperture area.
Evaluating the diffraction surface integral numerically can become computation-
ally expensive for high frequencies and large objects as the number of points required
by the numerical scheme scales with the area of the object and square of the source
frequency to resolve the wavelength of the sound. To reduce computational cost, the
Kirchoff diffraction surface integral is transformed into a line integral, discretized and
evaluated analytically under the assumptions outlined in the next-subsections.
2.1 Conceptual Summary
Turbomachinery noise frequencies are sufficiently high such that concepts from the
field of optics can be applied for turbomachinery noise shielding assessment. The high
frequency assumption will be tested and validated in Chapter 5 for the frequencies of
Step Formulation Challenge Solution
1. Kirchoff diffraction Computationally Miyamoto and Wolf
surface integral expensive: N % k'A transformation
2. Diffraction line integral Computationally Analytical evaluation2 along aperture edge expensive: N - k L with asymptotic theory
Analytical expression Complementary3. for diffraction through geometry of interest Babinet's principle
aperture
Analytical expression Account for flight
4. for diffraction around effects with previous Generalized Prandtl-
shielding object thoyGlauert transformation
Expression for
scattered field around
object accounting for
flight effects
Figure 2-1: Formulations, challenges and solutions in the DIM derivation.
interest.
Key enabling concepts from the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction [20] are there-
fore used in the following sections to derive the desired formulation for the scattered
pressure. The required steps, challenges and solutions are illustrated in Figure 2-1,
where k is the wavenumber, A is the area of the shielding object are and L is the
length of the edge of the object.
The noise attenuation due to shielding can then be calculated as the ratio of the
total acoustic pressure to the incident acoustic pressure:
ASPL = 20logi Ps = 20log1o A + Pd (2.1)
Pi Pi
where ASPL is the insertion loss due to shielding in AdB, ps the scattered field
around the object, pi the incident field and Pd the boundary diffracted field.
S (source)
P
- _-_-_-_--_ Screen with aperture A
P (observer)
Figure 2-2: Relation between shielding geometry, source and observer locations
The overall noise attenuation can be summed over all frequency bands according
OASPL =10log10 Z 10 (2.2)
The next sections outline each of the previous steps illustrated in Figure 2-1.
2.2 Diffraction Theory
As mentionned above, the diffraction integral method is based on the Kirchoff diffrac-
tion theory and its corresponding surface integral. A possible strategy to evaluate
this surface integral is to use a numerical integration scheme. However, the mesh
used in the integration scheme must be fine enough to resolve the sound wavelength
at their respective frequencies. Therefore the number of required points, N, scales as
N oc k2A where k is source wavenumber and A is the area of integration. At high
frequencies and for large objects, the computational cost associated with numerical
integration is limiting. A transformation of the diffraction surface integral into a
line integral along the outline of the shielding object is therefore used. This section
outlines the first step in the conceptual summary of Fig. 2-1.
2.2.1 Kirchoff Diffraction Theory
Consider the shielding geometry illustrated in Figure 2-2: an acoustic point source
S and an observer P are separated by a solid screen with an aperture A. The scalar
field emitted by the source in the abscence of the screen, p, is known a priori.
Both the scalar fields ps and pi follow the Helmholtz equation outside of the
surface of the screen and the source location:
Aps + k2ps = 0
(2.3)
Ap, + k2p, - 0,
where k is the wavenumber.
Applying the Gauss and Green theorems on the control volume C1 drawn in Figure
2-3, Eq.(2.3) can be re-written as
1 Q)_ eik?- eikrps(P) = s(Q)-V - - er .Vps(Q) dS. (2.4)4iraci r r *sQj
To simplify the previous expression and to obtain an explicit expression for ps,
Kirchoff introduced the following boundary conditions on the control volume:
* ps = 0 on the screen (hard boundary condition)
e ps 0 on the spherical surface enclosing the volume (far enough from the
source)
* ps = pi on the aperture.
The first condition states that the shielding object is at rest and non-oscillatory i.e
will not emit noise. This is valid for solid objects with resonance frequencies different
than the source frequency. The second condition states that far from the source the
energy is spread out and the pressure field is zero.
The last condition is an idealization to the real field distribution by assuming
that the incident field is unchanged by the screen. It is valid at high frequencies
S (source)
Screen with aperture A
5:
inward normal
P (observer) '
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volume (C1)
Figure 2-3: Control volume definition
for wavelengths small compared to the aperture size. These boundary conditions are
summarized in Figure 2-4.
Substituting the previous boundary conditions into Eq.(2.4), only the part of the
integral on the aperture remains and the Kirchoff surface integral can be deduced:
1 e ikr eikr
Ps(P) = -PQ) V- - - -Vpi(Q) dS. (2.5)47rfA[P Q r r
2.2.2 Theory of Boundary Diffracted Waves
To simplify the Kirchoff surface integral, the contributions of the incident geometrical
optics field and that of the boundary-diffracted field are identified by the theory of
boundary diffracted waves. The geometrical optics field, denoted as PGO, is the undis-
turbed incident wave in the illuminated region, which passes through the aperture
without interacting with the edge discontinuity. The remainer of the surface integral
is the boundary-diffracted wave, denoted Pd, which is formed by the interaction of
In A, p = field
with no screen present
S (source)
p = 0 Scr
inward normal
een with aperture A
P (observer)
Figure 2-4: Boundary conditions corresponding to the Kirchoff diffraction theory.
the incident field with the edge. Formally, this can be written as
ps(P) = PGO(P) + Pd(P)
where pGO(P) pi(P)X(P) and X(P) is the unit step function equal to one when P
is inside V1 and zero when P is inside V2 (see Figure 2-5).
Since the BDW depends only on the outline of the shielding object, it can be
expressed as a line integral as discussed in the next sub-sections.
2.2.2.1 The Maggi and Rubinowicz Potential
In the case of monopole source descriptions, Maggi and Rubinowicz {21][22] expressed
the boundary diffracted wave field as follows.
Consider the control volume C2, drawn in Figure 2-5 which is composed of the
aperture A and the lateral surface of the truncated cone B, defined by rays originating
from the souce and directed towards points on the edge contour of the aperture. Using
(2.6)
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Figure 2-5: Control volume description for the Maggi and Rubinowicz formulation.
the Gauss and Green theorems on C2 results in
1 eikr ikr
pni-V - er -VpJ dS = PGO(P)- (2-7)47 fac2=A+B r r
Substituting the scattered field expression given by the Kirchoff surface integral in
Eq. (2.5) in the previous expression, and using Eq. (2.6), the boundary diffracted wave
is given as
1 eikr eikr-
pd(P) = pnf-V-- --- -Vp dS.
47f f r r
ik
Assuming a monopole source description i.e pi(Q) = H , where H is the source
strength, Maggi and Rubinowicz derived an analytical expression for the above equa-
tion. This can be written in terms of a line integral along the contour C of the
aperture:
Hf eikpeikr 
-X r~) -ds
pd(P) = - P . (2.8)
47F C p r pr +p-r
2.2.2.2 The Miyamoto and Wolf Potential
Extending the work of Maggi and Rubinowicz by making use of vector algebra,
Miyamoto and Wolf [23][241 showed that the expression in Eq.(2.8) is also exact
for oblique plane waves. Further, they showed that if the incident wave is neither
plane nor spherical, the same potential holds as the leading term of an asymptotic
expansion involving inverse powers in k and becomes
1 f (Peikr (-5x j?) di
Pd(P) - Tp_'p P .. (2.9)4zr C r pr +p -r
In the following developments, the diffraction potential will be denoted W and the
previous expression can be written simply as
Pd(P) = fW -d. (2.10)
2.2.2.3 Singularity in the Diffraction Potential
The line integral is an exact form as derived by a rigorous integration of the surface
integral along the shadow boundary. It is non-uniform since the integrand approaches
infinity in the so-called transition region where pr + p- r = 0. This region, where the
potential diverges, corresponds to observer locations where x transitions from 1 to
0. As a consequence of the discontinuity of the geometrical optic field in this region,
the integrand becomes singular to compensate for this discontinuity and to ensure
continuity of the overall scattered field.
This non-physical singularity is a limitation of the boundary diffracted wave theory
[25][22]. Lummer [191 introduced a means to subtract it from the computational
domain and gave an explicit form for its contribution to the scattered field. However,
the expression he developed holds only for the Maggi and Rubinowicz formulation,
i.e. in the case of a monopole source description. It will be avoided using the Uniform
Theory of Diffraction as illustrated in the next sections.
2.3 Discretization of the Integration Contour
To obtain an explicit expression for the diffraction line integral (Eq.(2.9)), the contour
of integration is discretized into linear edges {FI}. Thus the problem is reduced to
finding an exact expression for the same line integral, but on a linear edge. The
next sections outline the derivation of such an expression. Knowing this expression,
the diffracted field can then be computed by superimposing the contribution of each
linear edge according to
Pd(P) =j -ds~Z W - ds. (2.11)
In practice, the level of discretization is decreased until no differences are observed
in the obtained noise attenuation patterns.
2.4 Uniform Asymptotic Expansion of the Line In-
tegral
Although computational cost has been decreased by reducing the Kirchoff diffraction
surface integral (Eq.(2.5)) into a line integral as in Eq.(2.9), the number of points
required to evaluate the scattered pressure scales with kL with L the length of the
contour of integration. Again, computational cost associated with numerical inte-
gration can become prohibitive for high frequencies and large objects. In the case
of monochromatic waves, asymptotic theory offers a simple way to express Eq.(2.9)
analytically on a linear edge and to avoid the use of a numerical integration scheme.
However, it introduces spurious singularities as a result of the loss of information. The
Uniform Theory of Diffraction [26] is used to avoid these singularities by re-expressing
the expansions in terms of Fresnel integrals, which are continuous distributions.
2.4.1 Monochromatic Source Description
The case of a compact, monochromatic wave is considered throughout the following
derivations. It can be written as
pi(p) = po (I peik31 (2.12)
Figure 2-6: Strategies to evaluate the diffraction line integral.
where po(p is the wave amplitude.
Po(p can describe any arbitrary compact and monochromatic wave such that pi (p)
satisfies the Helmholtz equation (see Eq.(2.3)).
2.4.2 Line Integral Formulation for the Application of Asymp-
totic Theory
Consider an arbitrary linear segment F characterized by a unit vector e, an initial
point o and start and end points denoted by their curvilinear abscissae sa and sb.
Making use of the compact source description (Eq.(2.12)), the diffraction line integral
along F, Ir,, can be re-written as a Fourier integral
Ir = - dJ= f V 1 (P p-xr) dieik(r+p) _ (5)eikg(s)ds, (2.13)
Jr 4 Jr r J+r-r jr
where f and g are the amplitude and phase functions of the integral respectively.
The harmonic nature of Ir and its singularity in the transition region renders nu-
merical integration inaccurate and computationaly expensive since it requires adap-
tive integration schemes. In simple cases analytical solutions can be derived (see
for example [27]). An alternative way of evaluating Ir is offered by the asymptotic
expansions theory and the method of stationary phase [28]. These strategies are
investigated here. Figure 2-6 illustrates the possible solution paths.
2.4.3 Asymptotic Expansions and Method of Stationary Phase
If the phase function g does not have any stationary phase points inside r (i.e Vs C
F, g'(s) f 0), the asymptotic expansion of integral in Eq.(2.13) can be obtained via
integration by parts:
Ir f b f (s)eikd 1 F- f(sb) eik(Sb) f(s) eikg(s) + 0(k-1). (2.14)
s ik _g'(sb) 9'(sa) (
In this case, the integral is governed by its end points contributions. For a monochro-
matic wave, the phase function is g(s) = r(s) + p(s) and the linear segment has a
stationary phase point if there exists a point where the total distance r + p is minimal.
On the contrary, if g has one stationary phase point of order 2 lying on F at the
abscissa s* such that g'(s*) = 0 and g"(s*) = 0 then the evaluation of the integral is
governed by its stationary phase point contribution. The method of stationary phase
[28] gives an explicit expression according to
Ir = 4f (s k"s eikg(s*) + 0(k-1/ 2 ). (2.15)2 f kg~ /~I(s
Depending on the stationary phase point location, either Eq.(2.14) or Eq. (2.15) is
taken into account. A drawback of this approach is the introduction of a singularity
in the contribution of the end-points. When the stationary phase point coincides
with one of the end-points, the inverse of the phase function diverges to infinity.
Therefore, the Uniform Theory of Diffraction is considered in the next section to
change the topology of the integral and avoid these spurious singularities.
2.4.4 Uniform Theory of Diffraction
In addition to the singularity due to the asymptotic expansion, the amplitude function
f still contains the original singularity of the potential W. This reflects the loss of
information between the asymptotic expansion and the original line integral as the
singularity should be integrated and replaced by a discontinuity. This discontinuity
would then compensate for the discontinuity of the geometrical optic field and the
total scattered field would be continuous everywhere.
The Uniform Theory of Diffraction [26] postulates that the scattered field behaves
like a Fresnel integral in the transition region. The uniform theory of diffraction is
motivated by the exact solution derived by Sommerfeld to the canonical problem of
plane wave diffraction by a half plane [29]. After introducing the so-called 'detour'
parameter as a change of variable, Sommerfeld uses the fundamental property of the
Fresnel integral to describe the diffracted field that is given by
F[x] = U(-x) + sign(x)F[lx|], (2.16)
where U(x) is the unit step function and
-- 
oo
F[x] - e t2 dt. (2.17)
In the Sommerfeld solution, the first term of the right-hand side of Eq.(2.16)
represents the geometrical optics field and the second term represents the singularity-
free boundary diffracted waves.
2.4.5 Uniform Asymptotic Expansion of the Diffraction Line
Integral
2.4.5.1 Uniform Contribution of the End-Points
To avoid the spurious singularity introduced in the end-points contributions, Umul
[30] introduced a change of variable similar to the one used in the Sommerfeld solution.
A variation of this singularity-free expression for the end-point contributions is derived
in Appendix A [30]. It involves Fresnel integrals accordingly to the uniform theory of
diffraction and is given as
f (s)eik (s)ds =re' eik(**) {G(s*)U(-t(s)) + G(sa)sign(t(s))F[|t(Sa) |]}
(2.18)
where the detour parameter is defined as t(s) = Et(s) Vk g(s*) - g(s)| with the
shadow indicator et(s) = t1 if (s* - s) ( 0 and the phase function g(s) = r(s) + p(s).
k (s) if s 4 s*Furtermoe, ~s) ~s)and ~s) 2t(s)Furthermore, G(s) and h(s). U(x) is the unit step
. kg"(s*)
function.
Making use of Eq.(2.18), the line integral along F can be re-written as
sb
- (S)eikg(s)ds - j f ( s)eik(S) ds
- v eikg(s*) {G(s*) (U(-t(sa)) - U(-t(s))) + (2.19)
G(sa)sign(t(sa))F[\t(sa)\] - G(sb)sign(t(sb))F[|t(sb) .
The first group of terms is the stationary phase point contribution and the last
two terms are the end point contributions. The term U(-t(sa)) - U(-t(sb)) is unity
when the stationary phase point is in F and otherwise it is zero.
An important case is when s* is equal to an end-point abscissa. The first group
of terms in Eq.(2.19) is then zero as well as the detour parameter. G(s*) is a finite
number and the value of the Fresnel integral becomes
F[0] = 1/2. (2.20)
This illustrates that the stationary phase point contributes to the integral by half of
its maximal contribution since in that case the integration is carried out only on either
the right or the left-hand side. Also, this corroborates the continuous distribution of
the expression in Eq.(2.19) for all values of s*.
2.4.5.2 Uniform Contribution of Boundary Diffracted Waves
At this stage Ir still contains the singularity of the potential in the transition re-
gion. The strategy here is to apply the Uniform Theory of Diffraction to change the
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Figure 2-7: Evaluation of the Fresnel integral F[x] and its asymptotic expansion.
topology of the integrand to avoid this non-physical singularity. In order to do so,
the asymptotic development of a Fresnel integral in the function f is isolated and
replaced by the actual integral defined in Eq.(2.17).
This expansion is given as
e4 ed
sign(x)F[lx|] ~ 2 .x (2.21)
The difference between the function and its asymptotic expansion is that the
expansion has a singularity at x = 0, but the function is continuous everywhere. This
behavior is illustrated in Figure 2-7.
Another detour parameter as a change of variable is introduced as
((s, P) = q(P) vk [g(s) - RI. (2.22)
It is similar to the one introduced by Sommerfeld in his exact solution of the canonical
problem of plane waves diffraction by a half plane.
The uniform theory of diffraction is applied to Eq.(2.19) by substituting its oscil-
latory part successively by the above detour parameter. The asymptotic expansion
source source source
screen Incident field'
shielding
object+
/M/
observers 4 observers observers
Figure 2-8: Illustration of Babinet's principle.
of a Fresnel integral is then recognized as follows:
eikg(s*) - e i 2 ejkR (2.23)
2 2v~ge~ eikRsign(g)F[|g|],
where eg(P) is a shadow indicator and is equal to 1 if P is located in the illuminated
region and -1 otherwise. The uniform asymptotic expansion of the diffraction line
integral becomes
Ir = 27reikRsign( )F[LII]{G(ss)[U(-a) - U(- b)] (2.24)
+G(Sa)jsign(a)F[|a|| - G(sb)sign( b)F[\tbI .
The expression given in Eq.(2.24) is singularity-free because the pole of the amplitude
function is compensated by the zero of the detour parameter ( when p - r = R.
At this step of the derivation, the diffracted field through an arbitrary aperture
can be evaluated by discretizing the edge of the aperture edge into linear edges and
by superimposing their exact and analytical contributions according to Eq.(2.24).
2.5 Babinet's Principle
The previous expressions correspond to the the diffraction through a screen with
an arbitrary aperture. However, the geometry of interest is the scattering around
the complementary arbitrary object. This section outlines step 3 of the conceptual
summary in Figure 2-1.
Babinet's principle states that the boundary diffracted wave due to an aperture
is the same in amplitude but opposite in phase relative to the complementary object.
As a result, when adding the diffraction patterns associated with these two configu-
rations, the sum of the respective geometrical optics fields will be equal to pi and the
boundary diffracted waves cancel each other.
This principle can be used to yield a simple relationship between the scattered
fields corresponding to the two shielding geometries that is illustrated in Figure 2-8
and is given as
shielding object - A - pcomplementary screen (2.25)
2.6 Flight Effects
2.6.1 Introduction
The previous derivation of the expression of the scattered field assumed no exter-
nal flow. However, the interaction between a flow and the sound field produced by
acoustic sources and sound-scattering bodies is of great interest to predict aircraft
noise. The main challenge is to capture this interaction using noise shielding predic-
tion methods that have been derived assuming no flow. The idea is to modify the
time and space variables to account for the translation of the source and the shielding
body.
Transformations such as suggested by Taylor [13] and by Tinetti and Dunn [15] [16]
have been derived to capture the above-mentionned interaction. The two transfor-
mations are valid under the assumptions of isentropic, inviscid and irrotational low
Mach number flows.
A quantitative assessment of the two transformations is given in this section to
delineate their limitations and applicability.
Even though non-uniform potential flow fields could be treated with the two ap-
proaches (see [16] and [31] for a numerical comparison of the results obtained with
the two formulations), only the case of a uniform background velocity field directed
along e; is considered to capture the bulk effects of the motion of the noise source
and shielding object.
2.6.2 Taylor Transformation
The first transformation has been suggested by Taylor 1131 . The key idea is to convect
both the source and the diffracting object at the external flow velocity. This linear
transformation is given as
(X, Y, Z, T) = (x, y, z, t + MO-). (2.26)
CO
where capital letters are used for transformed variables, <D and MO are respectively
the background flow velocity potential divided by the speed of the uniform stream
far from the aircraft and its corresponding Mach number. Since this transformation
is linear, it does not modify the source frequency. This is of great interest when the
source description is based on measurements and not known at all frequencies.
Neglecting higher-order Mach number terms, the equation which governs the
acoustics is the convected wave equation written for the acoustic potential as
1 a20 2M 8#1 + -2 CI).V - V 0, (2.27)
cD Ot2  co at
where 4 is the acoustic velocity potential and co is the speed of sound. Here, (D = x
and V4 = ed.
The suggested transformation reduces Eq. (2.27) to the original case without back-
ground flow [13].
The case of a monochromatic acoustic wave of wavelength k is considered. It can
be shown that the acoustic pressure in the case with background flow can be related
to the acoustic pressure in the satic case by
.P IN O0 8 9 M o= 0 I - i " 0 ''
PA>0 ~ - =0 + i c a ] CO + 0 0 (MO). (2.28)
The detailed derivation of Eq.(2.28) is given in Appendix B. pMoO is obtained after
solving the classical Helmholtz equation with the original wavelength k.
It can be noted that the expression in Eq. (2.28) requires the evaluation of the first
derivative of the acoustic pressure. Its implementation is outlined in Chapter 4.
2.6.3 Generalized Prandtl-Glauert Approach
The second transformation has been suggested by Tinetti and Dunn [15][16]. It is
based on a non-linear transformation similar to the Prandtl-Glauert approach. Due
to its non-linearity, this transformation requires the scattering computation to be
carried out at the Doppler shifted frequencies. This limitation can become limiting
in the case where the source description is based on measurements that were not
performed at the shifted frequencies of interest.
It is valid under the assumption of small perturbations of the flow variables and
for harmonic waves of frequency w. The acoustic perturbations can be introduced as
follows
p = PO + p'eiwt
p = po +peiw . (2.29)
V = 170 + 0feiwt
Introducing the above acoustic perturbations into the governing equation con-
servating mass, momentum and energy, it can be shown ([15][16]) that the acoustic
pressure and velocity fields satisfy
ikp' + pocoV (' +
(2.30)
k*1 + 1V(p'+ pocoS0 . ) = 0PO CO
To decouple the acoustic propagation from the convection due to mean flow, Tinetti
and Dunn [15][16] introduced a Lorentzian tranformation and defined new indepen-
dent variables (
X1
Y1 =B, (2.31)
Z1
which leads to a new set of dependent variables
pJ = O (p' + pocoM 42) (2.32)
V/ B-1 V/+ -T~
The matrix of the Lorrentzian transformation is defined as Bo I - 1 MoMoT with
0
its inverse B-' = I + SMoo where 0 = 1 - MO is the the forward velocity
correction and the wavenumber is K = .
After manipulations (for details see [151116]), the modified acoustic pressure p'
can be shown to satisfy the classical Helmholtz equation without background flow
V2p' + K 2p' - 0.
Transforming the equations back to the domain with background flow, the pressure
p' and p' are related to one another by
p'(6=1 'd ~ MO 8 p (2.33)
The knowledge of the first derivative along the axial coordinate of the acoustic
pressure is required. The implementation of this derivative is outlined in Chapter 4.
2.6.4 Comparison Between the Taylor Transformation and the
Generalized Prandtl-Glauert Approach
To assess the applicability and limitations of the two different approaches, the case
of an acoustic omni-directional point source is considered. In this case the scattered
fields using both transformations can be expressed explicitly.
For a wavelength A of 0.1 unit length, a source strength of unity and a mean flow
Mach number of 0.3, the results obtained with the two approaches are illustrated
in Figure 2-9 where contours of the real part of the pressure are plotted. A 6 dB
difference is observed between the results at the same upstream distance of the source
of 0.5 unit length. This discrepancy can be explained as follows.
The Taylor method can be shown to be equivalent to the first order term of the
Taylor expansion of the Prandtl-Glauert approach. The details are given in Appendix
B.
More specifically for an observer located at a distance r upstream of the source in
the direction of the mean flow, the discrepancy scales with
PG TaylorPMO>O 
- PMO>O ikrM2  (2.34)Taylor 0
PMO>0
for MO -+ 0.
Figure 2-10 illustrates the relation in Eq.(2.34). This relation shows that the Tay-
lor method is the leading term of the asymptotic expansion relative to the free stream
Mach number of the generalized Prandtl-Glauert approach. For a given reduced fre-
quency kr (for example kr = 500 with a typical turbomachinery noise frequency
f = 1000 Hz and r = 30 m for an observer on the shielding planform), both transfor-
mations will yield the same result at low Mach numbers (Mo < 0.01) since the extra
terms in the expansion are small compared to the leading term. But the error of
the Taylor transformation increases with the Mach number since these higher order
terms become dominant. This behavior is amplified as the reduced frequency kr is
increased since the relative difference in Eq.(2.34) also scales linearly with kr.
In the case of turbomachinery shielding during approach condition, the flight Mach
number is approximately 0.2 (see [32]). The relative error of the Taylor transformation
at this speed and for a reduced frequency of 500 is higher than 100% i.e the pressures
are of opposite phases. This last consideration reveals that the Taylor transformation
is limited to lower Mach numbers (Mo < 0.01) than the approach condition value. The
generalized Prandtl-Glauert transformation was therefore selected and implemented
90 0.5
a) Without background flow
b) Taylor Transformation c) Generalized Prandtl-Glauert approach
Figure 2-9: Illustration of the two transformations: real part of the pressure radiated
by a monopole acoustic source in a uniform background flow (M = 0 and M =0.3). a)
without flight effects, b) Taylor transformation and c) Generalized Prandtl-Glauert
approach.
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Figure 2-10: Relative difference between the Taylor transformation and the general-
ized Prandtl-Glauer approach in the case of a monopole source in a uniform back-
ground flow for various Mach numbers square M2 and reduced frequencies kr.
in the Diffraction Integral Method since approach conditions are part of a FAR 36
assessment [6].
2.7 Conclusion
To summarize, a high frequency methodology based on the Geometrical Theory of
Diffraction [20] has been derived. The range of admissible frequencies will be assessed
in Chapter 5 by comparing the diffraction integral method with NASA's Fast Scat-
tering Code. The new method assumes that the shielding object is flat with sharp
edges and the reduced frequency high enough such that the incident acoustic field
can be approximated to be unchanged on the surface of the shielding object. These
limitations will also be assessed in Chapter 5.
The evaluation of the scattered field around an arbitrary object is given by a
sum of analytical terms instead of the initial Kirchoff diffraction surface integral.
The diffraction integral method accounts for bulk flight effects using the generalized
Prandtl-Glauert transformation which has been shown to be compatible with Mach
numbers corresponding to approach conditions. It only requires the incident acoustic
source, the source line-of-sight of the shielding object and the flight conditions to
estimate the diffracted field at any observer location.
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Chapter 3
Turbomachinery Noise Description
Current methods to predict shielding of aircraft configuration assume monopole source
descriptions. However, turbomachinery noise is directional thus requiring a different
approach for the noise scattering method and a different noise description to account
for directivity. The reformulated approach of the Diffraction Integral Method from
the previous chapter allows source directivity definition. The present chapter outlines
the possible mathematical descriptions of directional point sources.
Two different source descriptions are investigated and compared here: a directional
point source using a polar directivity function and a directional point source using
spheroidal functions. The main requirement for the descriptions is that they should
be yielding minimal errors in both the near field where the diffraction occurs and the
far field where the observers are located.
3.1 Directional Point Source
Commonly used to capture a specific turbomachinery directivity pattern in empirical
estimation tools such as ANOPP, polar directivity functions D are introduced in
combination with a point source according to
pdirectional _ QD(O) eikr (3.1)27rr
where 0 is the polar angle.
The directivity function D comes from experimental measures and can either be
tabulated or described as a polynomial function. For example, the fan noise module
in ANOPP is based on the Heidmann [7] fan noise directivity function.
It is important to note that this directional point source does not satisfy the
Helmholtz equation and therefore yields errors in the near field. In the far field, the
acoustic pressure follows the Sommerfeld radiation condition
8
lim v4/_ - ik pi = 0. (3.2)
This condition is equivalent to stating that the incident acoustic pressure follows
opi.
-ikpi 0
in the far field. In other words, the description suggested in Eq.(3.1) is an acceptable
description in the far field.
3.2 HELS Directional Point Source
To avoid the errors mentioned above in the near field and to ensure that the Helmholtz
equation is satisfied, spheroidal functions can be introduced [33][34] and the direc-
tional point source can be written as
oo J
A IESI W) ZC3 T'(X" W) ZC3 XJ,(X W), (3.3)
j=0 j=0
where
'Pj = n,i (r, 0, #) = h, (kr) P,.,, (cos 0) e", (3.4)
and w is the source frequency, J is the number of terms in the expansion (J < M)
and M is the number of measurement points. Furthermore, hn is the n-th spherical
Hankel function and Pnl is the associated Legendre polynomial. The indices j, n and
1 are related by j = n 2 + n + 1 + 1 with -n < 1 < n.
Since this description follows the Helmholtz equation and reconstructs the acoustic
field using a Least Square fit, it is commonly referred to as a Helmholtz Equation
Least Square reconstruction, or short HELS.
The incident acoustic field at each frequency of interest is represented with a
different HELS description. For each frequency, the coefficients can be determined
via a least square fit on data available in the far field. Matching the assumed form for
the incident field and the measured acoustic pressures pHELS ((, w) at xM, m = 1..M,
the coefficients {C}Jj, can be obtained using a pseudo-inverse:
{pHELS(xm, M 1l Jh (3.5)
{C} -e = ([]TXJ[qI!MXJ)- ' [jTX {PHELS(m; Mx1'(3.6)
3.2.1 Error Assessment of Directional Point Source Descrip-
tion
3.2.1.1 Free Field Comparison
To assess the near field error of the simple directional point source description in
Eq.(3.1), the HELS reconstruction in Eq.(3.3) is used for comparison. For both
descriptions, the Heidmann fan noise directivity [7] was implemented for a range of
reduced frequencies kr. The least square process and directivity function fitting is
illustrated in Figure 3-1. A polynomial is used to analytically evaluate the directivity
function D. The order of the polynomial was set to 11 to minimize the discrepancies
between the directivity function and the experimental data in the far field.
The results of the error analysis are shown in Figure 3-2. The white dashed lines
mark the range of kr corresponding to the outline of the HWB airframe investigated
here. As expected, significant discrepancies occur in the near field, which can amount
to more than 18 dB. The outline of the shielding object appears to be in regions
of high discrepancies for half of the frequencies of interest. Therefore, errors in the
diffracted field obtained with a directional point source are expected and illustrated
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Figure 3-1: Comparison of the polar directivity patterns (in dB) in the far field
(kr = 1000) obtained with the ANOPP fan module, the corresponding HELS field
reconstruction and directional point source. Left: 50 Hz. Right: 10000 Hz.
Figure 3-2: Maximum deviation (in dB) in free field between a directional point source
description and the corresponding HELS reconstruction.
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Figure 3-3: Left: noise attenuation pattern comparison: directional point source vs
HELS description for a HWB aircraft configuration.
Right: distance between outline points and the source location.
in the next sub-section.
3.2.1.2 Diffracted Field Comparison
Turbomachinery noise shielding by the same HWB airframe is considered. For ob-
servers located in the far field, errors in the near field can impact the diffracted far
field. To assess the far field error the directional point source is compared with the
associated HELS as shown in Figure 3-3.
For locations on the diffracting outline and close to the source, for example in
front of the vertical tails, the associated error in the far field is higher than for other
locations on the outline, 12 dB in that case. This is due to the above mentionned
discrepancies in the near field at the considered frequencies.
3.3 Summary
In summary the use of a simple directivity function for turbomachinery noise direc-
tivity description should be avoided as yielding errors up to 18 dB in the near field
where the diffraction occurs. Although HELS representations are of higher complexity
and computationally more expensive to evaluate than directional point sources, they
are a rigorous representations of directional point sources following the Helmholtz
equation. Therefore, HELS representations have been implemented in the Diffraction
Integral Method.
Chapter 4
Implementation
This chapter illustrates the integration strategy of the diffraction integral method
into ANOPP as well as the implementation of the solver and the source descriptions.
The main challenge for the solver and source description implementation is to
formulate the obtained expression for the diffracted field in Eq.(2.24) in terms of
geometric parameters. To do so, explicit expressions are derived using the framework
introduced by Lummer [191.
4.1 Integration with ANOPP
The implementation of the diffraction integral method for integration with ANOPP is
divided into two parts: the "offline part" and the "online part". A flowchart is shown
in Figure 4-1.
The offline part is devoted to specifying the source description, flight conditions
and shielding object geometry and computing the outline of the object. The outline
is defined as the line separating the illuminated and shadow regions of the shielding
objects as seen from the source. See Ng [3] for details on the outline searching
algorithm. This part is run only once for each aircraft geometry, source type and
forward flight conditions.
The online part evaluates the diffraction integral to obtain the noise attenuation
due to shielding for each observer location and each frequency. This would take the
offline part
Source definithon
* directionaldipole ointiource monopole
least-square fit for HELS
reconstruction online part
Geornetry definition
source amplitude
contour of integration and frequenc observer location
aircraft geometry source location diffraction integral solver
Flight effects ------- ~ ~
flight conditions shielding attenuation
flight effects
Figure 4-1: DIM structure for integration with ANOPP.
place of ANOPP's Wing module, which employs the barrier shielding method, and is
run as part of ANOPP's noise estimation.
4.2 Solver Implementation
The obective is to express the final expression for the uniform asymptotic expansion
corresponding to the integration of the diffraction line integral along a linear edge F
in Eq.(2.24) in terms of geometric parameters.
The functions G and h introduced in the asymptotic expressions need to be ex-
pressed in a useful form. Since they involve the stationary phase point location and
the first and second derivatives of the phase function, theses quantities need to be
derived in explicitly. Further, the strategy followed to evaluate the Fresnel integral
and the derivative of the diffraction pattern is outlined.
The final version of the DIM and the expressions detailed here have been imple-
mented in Matlab@ to demonstrate and validate the method.
The first step in obtaining explicit expressions is to parametrize the geometry
of the diffraction problem. To do so, the framework and notations introduced by
Lummer [19] are considered:
a- YO,
a- ax b,
w= ax ,
y= a-e,
for a source located at the coordinate system's origin, an observer located at R, e
and y the unit vector and arbitrary starting point of F respectively. ' and r' can be
expressed in terms of the quantities in Eq.(4.1):
=b + es
(4.1)
= a+ es,
p 2=a 2+2as +s 2,
- = _Y + (a + 0)s + s2,
These notations and expressions will be
corresponding appendices.
r 2=b 2 +20s+2
( P x F) -d= (d x b) -Mds. (4.2)
used throughout the next subsections and
4.2.1 Stationary Phase Point Location
The objective is to derive an explicit form for the curvlinear abscissa of the stationary
phase point s* given the same arbitrary linear edge F defined in the third section of
the first chapter.
Starting from the stationary phase point definition (g'(s*) = 0) and making use of
geometrical relations and quantities illustrated in Figure 4-2, it is shown in Appendix
C that for the phase function g(s) = r(s) + p(s),
b=#YO-R
V = ex (d'-b)
aa . e, =b-e-
Figure 4-2: Parametrization of geometry for implementation of the diffraction integral
method.
*6SSP + 6 PS
6 P + 6 s
(4.3)
where os and 6p are the distances between the source and the line A on which the
edge is lying and the observer and A respecively. Furthermore, s, and sp the are
abscissae of the projections of P and S on A respectively.
4.2.2 Derivatives of the Phase Function
Following the same logic, the first and second derivatives of the phase function can
be expressed simply in terms of the quantities defined in Eq.(4.1):
dg dg'(S) -=-(r (s) + p(s))ds ds
1 d 2
2r ds
±1 d 2
2pds
a o~s #3+s
p r
d(a+s)
2  
r _( )2
ds p r p2 r2
1 1 (a + s)2 _ (0+s)2
r p p3 r (4.4)
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4.2.3 Solution to the Fresnel Integral
Fresnel integrals are used in Eq.(2.24) to describe the behavior of the diffracted field
in the transition region. They are evaluated at the values of the detour parameters.
There are two main approaches to evaluating Fresnel integrals. The first approach
is to make use of common routines that have been developed in the literature and are
known to yield errors less than 10-8. One challenge with these numerical integrators is
that extensive calling of such an external script from the main routine can significantly
increase the computational cost. An alternative approach is to use an analytical
approximation derived in [35] and given by
F[x] 1 + e e (4.5)
1-ee- 42v 2 /r x
The second term is the high frequency asymptotic development (see Eq.(2.21)) and
the first term ensures a errors smaller than 10-2 near the origin (x < .1).
A maximum error of 10-2 was deemed acceptable and this last method was there-
fore implemented in the diffraction integral method.
4.2.4 Derivative of the Diffraction Pattern
To integrate flight effects using the generalized Prandtl-Glauert transformation with
a uniform background flow, the first derivative of the pressure field in the modi-
fied domain is required (see Eq.(2.33)). A forward-explicit first order accurate finite
difference scheme was chosen to evaluate this derivative. This derivative is given as
p - p (x1 + Ax1) - p, (Xi)
(P ) ~ (4.6)
ax, Ax, '
with Ax, the distance between two observers in the modified domain that have the
same y1 and z, coordinates.
The error due to neglecting higher order terms is proportional to Ax1. This
quantity can be set arbitrarily small.
For each original observer located at (x, y, z) in the original domain and at (x1, y1, zi)
in the modified domain, an additional observer needs to be defined at (x1 + Ax 1 , y1, zi)
to compute the expression in Eq. (4.6). This last consideration multiplies the compu-
tational cost by a factor of 2.
4.3 Source Description Implementation
In the source definition part either a monopole, or dipole, or a directional point
source can be specified. Four different source noise models were investigated and
implemented in the diffraction integral method: (i) monopole, (ii) dipole, (iii) direc-
tional point source, and (iv) HELS directional point source (see previous chapter). In
the current implementation of the code, any of the above descriptions can be chosen
by the user. More details can be found in the User Guide in Appendix C.
The HELS description requires the implementation of associated Legendre func-
tions and spherical hankel functions. The challenge is to evaluate these in a compu-
tational cost effective manner since they will be evaluated numerous times during a
diffraction computation. Although they can be evaluated using numerical schemes,
analytical expressions for these functions have been derived (see for example [5]).
Chapter 5
Validation and Acoustic Shielding
Results
This chapter first illustrates the validation of the diffraction integral method with
NASA's Fast Scattering Code. The objective is to delineate the applicability and
limitations of the method.
A study of the impact of source directivity and flight effects on the N2A aircraft
configuration noise shielding pattern using the diffraction integral method is then
presented.
5.1 Comparison with NASA's FSC
The diffraction integral method was validated against NASA's Fast Scattering Code
on two canonical shielding geometries: a sphere and a circular disk (see Figure 5-1).
It has previously been shown that NASA's FSC yields errors less than 1 dB in
comparison with the analytical solution (see [3]) in the case of monopole field diffrac-
tion by a sphere. This was expected as the FSC is a high fidelity method (see Chapter
1 for a description of the equivalent source method). The present comparison uses a
monopole source description similar to the validation case of the FSC.
The diffraction integral method is expected to perform best at high frequencies and
for flat-shaped shielding objects since it is based on the Kirchoff theory of diffraction
which assumes sharp edges and the incident field to be undisturbed by the presence of
the object. It inherently does not capture creeping rays [36] and should therefore yield
errors in the case of rounded shielding objects. Comparing the diffraction integral
method to the FSC for a sphere and a disk that share the same circular outline at
several reduced frequencies is used to quantity these limitations.
The attenuation patterns obtained with the diffraction integral method between
the sphere and the disk case are identical since the outline of the object is the only
geometrical parameter relative to the shielding object that is input.
Sphere Circular disk
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Figure 5-1: Shielding sphere and disk configurations for the validation of the Diffrac-
tion Integral Method.
The present comparison is at high reduced frequencies as assumed in the derivation
of the method. FSC data at ka = 92, 194 and 400 was available for the comparison.
Two additional disk shielding cases at ka = 1 and 50 are also shown to investigate
possible errors at low frequencies. The results are shown in Figures 5-2 and 5-3.
The cases plotted in Figure 5-2 reveal that diffraction integral method is agreeing
within a 2 dB margin with the FSC in the disk case. The Sphere shielding cases
show a larger discrepancy between the methods that can reach up to 7 dB. This
demonstrates that at high frequencies (ka > 92), as expected, the method yields
small errors for flat-shapped geometries but shows discrepancies in the case of the
rounded shielding objects. These discrepancies are due to creeping-ray diffraction
[36] which is not captured by the diffraction integral method.
Investigating the errors obtained for disk shielding cases at lower frequencies allows
to test both the Kirchoff assumption of an unchanged incident field on the shielding
.......................
object and the errors yielded by the asymptotic expansions involved in the derivation
(see Chapter 2 for more details). However, the assumption of a flat-shaped shielding
object has already been validated above. The cases plotted in Figure 5-3 reveal that
at ka = 50 the results still agree with a 0.5 dB margin but as the frequency is lowered
(ka = 1), the discrepancies between the results can reach up to 4 dB.
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Figure 5-2: Disk (Left) and Sphere (Right) shielding comparisons between DIM and
FSC at ka = 92, 194 and 400.
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Figure 5-3: Disk shielding comparisons between DIM and FSC at ka = 1 (left) and
ka = 50 (right).
To conclude, the method is validated at high frequencies and for flat-shapped
objects for which diffraction is characterized by edge-diffracted rays. It can be applied
to rounded objects and at lower frequencies (ka < 50) if errors of 4 dB are deemed
acceptable by the user.
5.2 Acoustic Shielding Results
The diffraction integral method was applied to the N2A planform [3] described in
Chapter 1 to demonstrate its compatibility with alternative aircraft configurations
and to investigate the impact of source directivity and flight effects on noise attenu-
ation patterns.
The noise source is placed at the mean location of the two podded engines defined
by Boeing and illustrated in Figure 1-3. The shielding aircraft, the source location
and the associated diffracting outline are shown in Figure 5-4. The observer plane was
placed 30 m below the airframe and the source emitted noise at 24 center frequencies
of the 1/3-octave bands accordingly to FAR36 assessments requirements [6].
The reduced frequencies kr corresponding to this source location and frequencies
and aircraft outline were computed to be higher than 5 as shown in Figure 3-2.
Therefore, the diffraction integral method is expected to yield errors less than 4 dB.
.............. - - . ......
Figure 5-4: Shielding geometry, source location (red) and outline (green).
The overall attenuation is computed using Eq.(2.2).
First, the attenuation patterns using three different noise descriptions of different
directivities are compared. Second, the impact of flight effects on noise shielding is
presented using the generalized Prandtl-Glauert approach.
5.2.1 Directivity Effects
Three noise descriptions were investigated to investigate the impact of source direc-
tivity on noise shielding: a monopole, a dipole and a HELS directional point source.
The dipole axis is aligned with the flow.
Although the directivities of the monopole and dipole descriptions do not resemble
the directivity of turbomachinery noise, they were used as baselines for comparison
with the HELS directional point source. This last description reconstructs turboma-
chinery noise after a far field least-square fit of experimental data obtained with the
Heidmann directivity (see Chapter 3 for more details). The different results are illus-
trated in Figure 5-6 and the difference in attenuation patterns between the monopole
and HELS directional point source descriptions is shown in Figure 5-5.
To interrogate the relation between the incident pressure field and its associated
shielding pattern, one should bear in mind that the diffracted field is the sum of the
................. . .....  
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Figure 5-5: N2A aircraft configuration attenuation patterns (in dB) for a) monopole,
b) dipole description, and c) HELS directional point source description.
incident field and the field diffracted by the outline (see theory of boundary diffracted
waves in Chapter 2). The outline is similar to a superposition of monopoles located
at each outline point according to the Huyghens-Fresnel principle [18]. The strength
of these monopoles sources is proportional to the incident field at this location and of
phase opposite in sign. Therefore, the diffracted pressure field level and the amount
of shielding increases with the incident pressure level.
All three descriptions based computations predict high levels of shielding up to 30
dB in the forward and aft directions. This behavior is due to similar noise directivities
in these directions: all three directivities have local maxima in the aft and forward
directions.
On the other hand in the lateral direction, the monopole based shielding calcula-
tion over-estimates the insertion loss of up to 10 to 12 dB. This can also be explained
by a higher sound pressure level in this direction in the case of a monopole description
than in the case of a HELS directional point source. This behavior is exacerbated for
a dipole description since the incident pressure level is zero in the direction orthog-
onal to the dipole axis. Therefore, there is no shielding in that direction. Also, the
omnidirectional diffraction of noise by points on the outline contributes to producing
a non zero noise level in that direction.
The impact of shielding decrease due to directivity in the lateral direction was
found not to affect the final FAR 36 assessment since jet noise is the dominant noise
source and is of higher level (see [37] for the noise assessment of the N2A aircraft
configuration).
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Figure 5-6: Difference in insertion loss (in dB) - monopole vs HELS directional point
source.
5.2.2 Flight Effects
Flight effects on insertion loss levels were also investigated. A monopole source de-
scription is used to avoid directivity effects on the present study. Two shielding
computations were carried out for comparison: a baseline case at static conditions
(Mo = 0) and a case at approach conditions (Mo = 0.2, see [32]) as required in a FAR
36 assessment. The difference between the two calculations is shown in Figure 5-7.
The generalized Prandtl-Glauert approach was applied to account for flight effects.
To do so, its approach is to distort the shielding geometry in the flow direction by a
factor of 1/21 - M2 and Dopler shift the incident source frequencies (see Chapter
2 for more details). Differences in noise attenuation between the two investigated
cases are therefore explained by the diffracted field phase and amplitude modification
induced by the applied transformation.
Differences are mainly localised in the aft and forward directions because of the
anisotropy of the applied transformation. The difference reaches up to 2.5 dB in the
forward direction.
The observed oscillations in front of the aircraft are due to the difference in noise
... ........................................... --- -- 
frequencies because of Doppler shifting. This results in regions of higher (+ 1.5 dB)
and lower shielding (- 2.5 dB).
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Figure 5-7: Difference in shielding (in dB) relative to static conditions for a forward
flight Mach number of Mo = 0.2 using a monopole source.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1 Summary of Results
A high frequency noise shielding methodology based on the Geometrical Theory of
Diffraction has been derived, implemented and validated against the Fast Scattering
Code. It offers a potential replacement for the barrier shielding method currently
implemented in ANOPP. Unlike the barrier shielding method, the new method is ap-
plicable to arbitrary shielding geometries, compatible with multipole and directional
point sources and can account for flight effects. The diffraction integral method is dra-
matically faster than higher fidelity methods such as the boundary element method
and the equivalent source method since it only involves analytical expressions and
does not rely on numerical integration schemes.
The analytical expression of the diffracted field has been obtained using the
Miyamoto and Wolf line integral formulation of the Kirchoff surface integral. The
shielding object is therefore inherently assumed to have sharp edges and a diffraction
pattern characterized by edge-diffracted rays. The line integral was then expressed
in terms of Fresnel integrals according to the uniform theory of diffraction by assum-
ing high reduced frequencies. The diffraction integral method also accounts for the
effect of forward translation of the noise source and the shielding object using the
generalized Prandtl-Glauert transformation. This transformation has been shown to
be applicable at Mach numbers corresponding to approach conditions (Mo = 0.2).
The use of a simple directivity function for turbomachinery noise directivity de-
scription has been shown to yield errors up to 18 dB in the near field where the diffrac-
tion occurs. A directional point source description expressed in terms of spheroidal
functions was then implemented in the diffraction integral method as an alternative
rigorous description.
The method was validated against the Fast Scattering Code. At high frequencies
(kr > 50) and for flat shapped objects, the error was found to be less than 1 dB. At
lower frequencies (kr E [1, 50]) and for rounded objects, the error was found to reach
up to 4 dB.
6.2 Key Contributions
The main contribution of this thesis is the demonstration that concepts from the geo-
metrical theory of diffraction can be used to predict directional point source shielding
from arbitrary objects. An approach based on these concepts was formulated and
dubbed diffraction integral method. High frequency approximations were also shown
to be capable of reducing the diffraction integral into a Fresnel integral, which can
be approximated analytically. This yields an analytical and explicit expression for
the diffracted field characterized by edge-diffracted rays only. The diffraction inte-
gral method is therefore amenable for optimization framework because it is simpler
than higher fidelity methods while being of dramatically lower computational cost.
It is currently being implemented in NASA's ANOPP and will help in future aircraft
design investigations.
Acoustic shielding calculations on the N2A aircraft configuration using a direc-
tional point source and a monopole description as a baseline reveal the impact of noise
directivity of up to 12 dB in the lateral direction. Flight effects were also shown to
impact the shielding level in the forward and aft direction by up to 2.5 dB compared
to the static case. These considerations did not affect the final FAR 36 assessment as
jet noise is the dominant noise source.
6.3 Recommendations for Future Work
Possible future work includes noise source description enhancement. For example,
spinning dipoles to model fan and open rotor noise could be used to capture directivity
without requiring a far field least-square fitting of measurement data . Another
possible enhancement of the diffraction integral method is the replacement of the
Miyamoto and Wolf potential by the diffraction potential developed by Umul [381.
This formulation requires not only the shielding outline but also the distribution of
unit normal vectors on the shielding object to compute the diffracted field. Even
though this would increase the complexity of the method, shielding results for the
disk and sphere shielding cases would be different because of the difference in unit
normal vectors. It was shown to be an exact alternative formulation of the Kirchoff
surface integral.
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Appendix A
Uniform Contribution of End-Points
The following derivation is based on the derivation detailed in [301.
general case of a Fourier integral given by
I =0 f(a)ejk9(a)da
Consider the
(A.1)
Introducing two arbitrary functions h and G that will be defined in the derivations,
Eq.(A.1) can be written as
I jG(a)h(aeska(a) d
for G (a) = (c.
To separate the contribution of the edge point from the one of the stationary phase
point (if there is one), we express the integral in the following way:
I = j [G(a) - G(ae)] h(a)e jkg(*)da + G(ae) f h(a)eJk9(a)da = I1 - 12.
We express first '2. By introducing the following detour parameter
t = e v/k 19(a) - g(a*)|,
where c ±1 if (a - a*) ( 0, I2 becomes:
I2 = eik(".)G(ae) 2 th() e dt.fTk' a
The amplitude function of the integral in Eq.(A.2) must be equal to unity in order
to obtain a Fresnel integral. As a result the value of h(a) can be evaluated as
h(a) = k (a)
2t
and I2 can be represented by a Fresnel function
I2 = ekg(Q")G(ae) iel F [t],
where F[x] = f e dt.
The edge point contribution of I1 is zero because of the term G(a) - G(ae). We
express the stationary phase point contribution as
I1 =ekg( ) [G(a*) - G(ae)] er U(-te),
where U(x) is the unit step function and h(a,) = kg" **)VK2
Considering the following property of F
F[x] - U(-x) + sign(x)F[|x|],
we can summarize the asymptotic expansion of Eq.(A.1) as
I = rejiekg(as) {G(a*)U(-te) + G(ae)sign(t)F[|te|]}. (A.3)
If ae is also a stationary phase point (g'(ae) = g'(a*) = 0)
derivation holds, I1 is zero and since F[0] = }
I = 2 e" ejk(a*)G(a*).2
Then the previous
(A.2)
Appendix B
Comparison Between the Taylor
Transformation and the Generalized
Prandtl-Glauert Transformation
B.1 Taylor Transformation
B.1.1 Derivation
At low background flow Mach numbers Mo (M2 << 1), it can be shown that the
acoustic velocity potential # is solution of the following perturbed equation [13]
1 a2# 2Mo V8#V V20O
cD -t2 + c 8t (B.1)
where <D is the velocity potential of the background flow, co is the speed of sound.
It can be noted that taking MO = 1 transforms the previous equation back to the
classical Helmoltz equation.
The goal is to relate # and the acoustic velocity potential without background
flow. To do so, Taylor[13] introduced the following transformation
(X, Y, Z, T) = (X, y z, t + CO (B.2)
In the transformed domain, we call # the acoustic potential so that 4(x, y, z, t)
#(X, Y, Z, T) and Vx the gradient:
Mo 8V =- Vx + -V<>.
coDT
It follows that # follows the Helmoltz's equation without background flow.
If harmonic time depence is assumed for the acoustic velocity potential in both
domains, it is given as
#(x, t) = #oe-iwt
O(X, T) = oe-iwT
where w is the pulsation. The relation of interest is deduced after substituting the
transformatiom into the previous relation:
#o(x, t) = So(X, T)e- Aco (B.3)
B.1.2 Application to Insertion Loss Computations
The acoustic pressure can be deduced from the the acoustic potential using
p(x,t) a= -poco( + MoVC>.V)#.
By linearity, the acoustic pressure follows the same equation as the acoustic velocity
potential (see Eq.(B.1)):
1 a2p 2Mo p7 + Vi>.Va - V2P = 0
c0 at2 CO at
and in the transformed domain (assuming harmonic time dependence):
V2 + 2p = 0,
where k = - is the wavenumber.CO
The pressure is known in the transformed domain since it is domain where the
computation is carried. It can be written as
150(X) = ipowo,
from which we can deduce the actual potential
z 2 _i Iob4
o (, -P- poe 0,pow
and the actual acoustic pressure
p(x) = + pocoMo v.Vo - -Po e CO. (B.4)[ ~ pow copo /
1o is identified in the previous formula as the result of a diffraction computation in
order to compute the insertion loss.
A choice is to be made regarding <b. Eventhough in the near field <b is not uniform
and its actual distribution results from the Poisson equation V 21 = 0, it will be
identified with its far-field value given as
Vb ~ e- , < ~Ix.
This choice is made such that the transformation captures bulk effects. Further, this
is compatible with the DIM assumption that the aircraft is flat.
This simplifies the insertion loss computation and the only remaining impediment
is to to compute the derivative of the transmited pressure:
(1Mi o1o o _iuo-x F .Moco 8o _1 X
po(x) = o(_-Mo)+ W e CO ~ po + W a z e CO + Oo(Mo).
(B.5)
B.2 Quantitative Comparison
The case of a monopole acoustic source in a uniform background flow is considered.
Successively the Taylor transformation and the generalized Prandtl-Glauert approach
[15][161 are applied. In this case, the second one is shown to be of higher order than
the previous one.
B.2.1 Taylor Transformation
In the transformed domain, the source description can be written as
ikr
Taylor A
PMO= -) r
where r is the distance between the observer and the source and A the source strength.
The acoustic pressure in the original domain can be written as
Taylor eikr .oc eikr
PM> 0 = A + r) e cO (B.6)
by applying the inverse transformation (see B.5). Substituting r = I/x 2 + y2 and
aTaylorbeosr in the previous equation, P becomes
Taylor Ae i+i ik -)1 ex-iokx. (B.7)>0 r k r r e
B.2.2 Generalized Prandtl-Glauert Approach
In the transformed domain i.e at a shifted source frequency and a modified coordinate
system, the source description writes
PPG -Aer
where r 1 is the distance between the observer and the source, A is the source strentgh
and rK is the modified wave number. Since X 0 = Moex, the inverse of the transfor-
mation matrix B0 and the modified coordinate system can be expressed as
(B.8)B1- # - -0 TBo"o =AI1+2 MA1o N'
oM 0 M
1
1~~B = B = (I+
(1-k)x
y .0
The acoustic pressure in the original domain can be deduced
inverse transformation 2.33
(B.9)
A eTine Mo a e'nr1PG (e *M i eI r, N1.p o(() = + i-)e- (B. 10)#0 r1 K )x 1 r 1
A eiil (1+Aio x i ( - )e,-inMox1. (B.11)#0 ri n r1 r1
B.2.3 Comparison
It is recognized that expressions in Eq.(B.11) and (B.7) depend on different powers of
Mo. The expression obtained using the generalized Prandtl-Glauert approach depends
on A2 through the modified forward velocity #o. On the other hand, the expression
obtained using the Taylor transformation depends only on the first power of Mo.
The idea is to expand the expression obtained with the generalized Prandtl-Glauert
approach using a Taylor expansion and recognize in it the expression obtained with
the Taylor transformation.
The following second order expansions are considered to derive the expansion of
after making use the
Eq. (B. 11),
1- M02 = 1 -"0 + oo(M2)
x I - 1 + X= + A (1
= ( ) X + oo(M)
r1 x + y12 x2 + y2 + Mx2 + oo(M
= r(1+
+00 (.A /1 ))X
x2
+ oo( )-A/
)-= r 1 +M- +oo(MMr)
2 ()2 + oo(M2), (x # 0)
= + (1 - (X)2)] + oo(A)
k
,3
= k 1 +
+ oo(M )
e (1+f)o (1+ " 0 )X+00(M) _ ik.Mox + o(M2)
r2 r
e i keikr 2 (1 )24 M
r 2 + oo(M)
e kr (+2) )+ oM2
+ ikrA4 (12
"1 ikr(12L
+ (x)2) (i
Substituting the previous derivations into the different terms of Eq.(B.11), the fol-
lowing asymptotic expansions can be deduced and will be made of in the following
step.
eir(
eikr
r
2 r
(B.12)
)) + oo(MA[0)
+ (X)2) _X2] + oo(Mj[0).
ikr
r ( 1 + A 22 ikr(1 + (')2) _I r
rr1 k, xV r1 kr+0
(iK - (ik(1
S(ik - + 
ik02
- iM (X)2)) + oo(M )
+ + oo(M2).
The final expansion can be deduced from the previous expansions and is given as
pigfo =Ae1 + i kr (ik -1) +2 [ikr(1 + (X)2 + 1-(X)2 ] -ikMox + (M )
and which can also be written as
PO> = p Or + A 2 ikr [ + (X)2 + 1 - (X) 2 } e-ikox +
susItuin Taylorby recognizing and substituting pM0 ">0.
To simplify Eq.(B.14), the case x = r is considered. This correponds to observer
located on the x-axis. In that case, the result is simply
PG T paylor ~ iA M kre-ikMox,or > aA10 > c r
or in a more compact way
PG Taylor
PMO>O - PMo>0 ~ ikxM2.
Taylor o
PM0 >o
(B.15)
A ei'rl
io r1
(X) 2 + 1 + o( )Ir 0 A
(B.13)
oo (MA10) (B.-14)
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Appendix C
Derivation of Stationary Phase Point
Location
The objective is to derive an expression for the stationary phase point location to be
implemented in the diffraction integral method (see Chapter 4).
It can be deduced geometrically from the definitions of 6s, 6 P, ss and Sp intro-
duced in Figure 4-2 in Chapter 4 that
r(s) = V6 + (s - ss)2 (C.1)
p(s) = 62 + (s - Sp) 2 . (C.2)
The phase function g(s) = r(s) + p(s) can be re-written in terms of the previous
quantities as
g(s) = o_ S+(SS S) 2 + 6 2 + (s - sp) 2 . (C.3)
A first step is to derive the first derivative of g in order to find the stationary
phase point,
dg _ -s - - cos o + cos# (C.4)
ds p(s) r(s)
by defining the angles 00 and # according to Figure 4-2. From the same Figure, it is
obvious that
cos 00 =S,
cos/ = -- ',r (S)
sin 00 6s
sPSSilL z r(s)
Therefore substituting the previous trigonometric relations into Eq.(C.4) yields
the following characterization of the stationary phase point
cos 0* = cos* - * = /*
In other terms, tan 0= tan 3*, which implies that
S EP - SSP + 6PSS
s - SS Sp - * 6 P + 6S (C.6)
Making use of the notations introduced by Lummer (see Eq.(4.1)), the geometric
quantities used in Eq.(C.6) can be expressed as
s - , e-
'SS = - .- = -a,
6 =z 2
sp -b - -#
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(C.5)
(C.7)
Appendix D
Code Description
The diffraction integral method was implemented as five main Matlab® functions:
" CalculateShielding.m
" create uO.m
" FindOutline.m
" LSfit.m
e uO.m
The file package 'Diffraction Integral Method v2.00' contains two main folders 'Main'
and 'Examples'.
The first one named 'Main' contains all the functions required to use the code.
The second one named 'Examples' contains two subfolders. Each subfolder corre-
sponds to a different example of how to use the code.
The present document describes the functions and script contained in the 'Main'
folder. More details about the 'Examples' folder are given in the User Guide.
D.1 Diffraction Integral Method
The capabilities of the diffraction integral method can be summarized as represented
in Figure D.1. Following the nomenclature in ANOPP, the code can be divided into
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offline part
Source definition
directional
dipole dintsourc monopolepoint source
least-square fit for HELS
reconstruction
Geometry definition
contour of integration
aircraft geometry source location
Flight effects
flight conditions
flight effects
online part
source amplitude
and frequency observer location
diffraction integral solver
shielding attenuation
Figure D-1: Diffraction Integral Method v2.00.
two parts: the 'offline part' and the 'online part'.
The offline part determines the flying conditions, the noise source model and the
object outline for the contour integration. This can be a separate calculation from
the ANOPP noise estimation and is run only once for each aircraft geometry and
noise source model.
The online part evaluates the incident source pressure field and the diffraction
integral to obtain the noise attenuation due to shielding for each observer location
each of frequency in the 1/3-octave band. This would take the place of ANOPP's
Wing module, which employs the barrier shielding method, and is run as part of
ANOPP's noise estimation.
Both parts have been coded in Matlab® to demonstrate and validate the algo-
rithm.
For more clarity, a flowchart of how the information is exchanged between the
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Shielding
Attenuation
Figure D-2: Code flow chart.
different functions and RunScript is represented in Figure D-2.
D.2 File Structure
The 'Main' folder contains thirteen files:
CalculateShielding.m is the function for the "online part" of the diffrac-
tion integral method. The inputs are the contour of integration, source
location, observer locations, and the frequencies. The outputs are the
total transmitted pressure field arid the incident pressure field at those
observer locations and frequencies.
createhuOi.m is a function of the 'offline part' of the diffraction integral
method. The inputs are the choice of source model and least square
coefficients which will be used only if the user selects the HELS direc-
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tional point source model. It generates the function uO .m that will be
used during the computation by CalculateShielding.m.
FindOutline .m is a function of the "offline part" of the diffraction integral
method. The inputs are the object geometry, source location, outline
parameters and outputs the shielding object outline.
LSFit .m is a function within the "offline part" of the diffraction integral
method. The inputs are fan noise levels measurements at discretized
frequencies, the frequencies of interest and the locations of the mea-
surements (in terms of polar angles and reduced frequency kr, see user
guide for more details). The ouputs are the coefficients for the HELS
reconstruction method. This function is run if the user chooses the
HELS directional point source model.
RunScript .m is the run file used to calculate noise attenuation. It is mod-
ified by the user to input the flying conditions, geometry (object and
source location), source model, observer locations and outline param-
eters (see next section). If the HELS directional point source model
is chosen, then source noise level measurements and data relative to
the measurement points are also required as inputs. It then calls the
functions create_0 .m FindOutline.m, transforms the spatial domain
for flight effects integration, and calls CalculateShielding.m before
applying the inverse tranformation in order to create a contour plot of
noise attenuation.
uO.m is a file generated by create_uO.m. user-defined function of the
"offline part" of the diffraction integral method. This file is used by
CalculateShielding.m to evaluate the incident pressure field at each
one of the dopler shifted 1/3-octave band frequencies. The inputs are
distances between the source and the observers, cosines of the polar
angles defined by the angles between the forward direction vector and
the vectors pointing from the source to the observers, the frequency of
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interest and its corresponding component number in the overall vector
of shifted 1/3-octave band frequencies.
GUI. (m & fig), GUIldirectionalpointsource.(m & fig), GUIobjectorientation. (m
& f ig), gtllogo . jpg are files relative to the graphical user inter-
face. They assist the user in inputting the same data as in RunScript.
The 'Examples' folder contains two folders 'N2A' and 'N2B' containing the same files
as in 'Main' but with an already configured RunScript, a fan noise level measure-
ments data file 'ANOPP FanModule Measurements.mat' and geometry data files
'Geometry N2B.mat' and 'Geometry N2A.mat':
Geometry N2B.mat is the Matlab@ data file containing the coordinates
of the N2B geometry. The x, y, and z coordinates of the N2B airfoil
sections are stored in the matrices N2B.x, N2B.y, and N2B.z, respec-
tively.
Geometry N2A.mat is the Matlab® data file containing the coordinates
of the N2A geometry. It contains the x, y, and z coordinates of the
N2A airfoil and tails (left and right) sections, stored in the matri-
ces N2A.x, N2A.y, N2A.z, tailL.x, tailL.y, tailL.z and tailR.x, tailR.y,
tailR.z respectively.
ANOPP FanModule Measurements .mat is a Matlab@ data file containing
a matrix named 'I measurements' of fan noise level measurements at
17 evenly distributed polar angles from 10 to 170 rad at kr = 1000.
This file has been generated using the ANOPP's Heidman Fan Module.
D.3 Inputs to Main Functions
There are five main functions used to predict noise attenuation due to shielding,
FindOutline, CalculateShielding, LSFit, create_uO and uO. The inputs to the
functions are described below.
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D.3.1 Find Outline
The syntax for this function is
outline = FindOutline (density, minAngle, source, obj, orientation)
" density specifies the grid density on the spherical surface for the projection
of the object in terms of the number of grid points per degree longitude or
latitude. The function projects the shielding object onto a sphere centered at
the source and finds the outermost outline of the projection. Higher density
grid produces more accurate results at a cost of longer computational time.
However, computational time may also become extremely low to resolve parts
of the object if the grid density is too low. There should be enough resolution
to distinguish grid points inside the projected outline, on the projected outline,
and outside the projected outline for all parts of the object. The optimal value
is obtained when no difference in the noise attenuation pattern is observed when
the density is increased. Density must be an integer value of at least 1 point
per degree.
" minAngle is the minimum angle between the direction vectors of two consecutive
outline segments. The function removes points between two outline segments
when the two segments change in direction by less than minAngle degrees.
Increasing minAngle reduces accuracy on the outline definition,
" source is a 3 x 1 vector containing the x, y, and z coordinates in meters of the
noise source location.
" obj is a structure of three M x N matrices, obj.x, obj.y, and obj.z, containing
the x, y, and z coordinates in meters, respectively, of the 3-D shielding object.
The object is described by N planar cross-sections with M points per each cross-
section. Each cross-section is a closed contour (e.g. airfoils for wing, circles for
tube and wing fuselage).
e orientation specifies the orientation of the planar cross-sections used to define
the shielding object. It can have one of three possible values:
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'x' refers to cross-sections that are in planes normal to the x-axis. The cross-
sections are defined by the columns of obj.y and obj.z. Columns of identical
values in obj.x specify the x locations of the cross-sections.
Example: tube and wing fuselage sections are of the 'x' type.
'y' refers to cross-sections that are in planes normal to the y-axis.
The cross-sections are defined by the columns of obj.x and obj.z.
Columns of identical values in obj.y specify the y locations of the
cross-sections.
Example: wing sections are of the 'y' type.
'z' refers to cross-sections that are in planes normal to the z-axis.
The cross-sections are defined by the columns of obj.x and obj.y.
Columns of identical values in obj.z specify the z locations of the
cross-sections.
Example: vertical tail sections are of the 'z' type,
If the object consists of more than one component (e.g. tube and wing fuselage, wing,
tail), the coordinates of each component and the orientation of the cross-sections of
each component may be entered separately. There is no limit, aside from computa-
tional time, on the number of components allowed. The function finds the outermost
outline for all components combined. The syntax in this case is
outline = FindOutline(density, minAngle, source, objl, orientation1, obj2, ori-
entation2, obj3, orientation3, ...)
D.3.2 Calculate Shielding
The syntax for this function is
[pScattered, pIncident) = CalculateShielding(outline, source, observer, f, ds)
* outline: Structure of three 1 x P vectors containing the x, y, and z coordinates in
meters of the P points that define the outermost outline of the object (outline.x,
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outline.y, and outline.z). The diffraction integral is a contour integral around the
outline, which divides the illuminated side and the shadow side of the shielding
object.
" source: 3 x 1 vector containing the x, y, and z coordinates in meters of the
noise source location.
* observer: Structure of three 1 x Q vectors containing the x, y, and z coordinates
in meters of the Q observer locations (observer.x, observer.y, and observer.z).
The noise attenuation is calculated at each of the observer points.
" f: R x 1 vector specifying the R frequencies in Hz at which the computation
is carried. To compute an OASPL pattern including flight effects, f would be
a vector of shifted 1/3-octave band frequencies and R would be equal to 24. If
the flight effects are turned off then f would be a vector of original 1/3 octave
band frequencies.
" ds: length in meters of the discretized outline segments. The discretization is
necessary to determine if an observer lies inside or outside the shadow region.
Smal values of ds result in more accuracy determining so but longer compu-
tational time. Note that the discretization has no bearing on the numerical
integration; it is only for determining if the observer is inside or outside the
shadow.
D.3.3 LSFit
The syntax for this function is
coefficients = LSFit (I measurements, f, kr, polarangles)
e I_measurements: T x R matrix containing source noise level measurements
in dB at T polar angles defined by the angles between the forward direction
vector the vectors pointing from the source to the observers for each one of the
R frequencies. Measurements are taken at a given kr and for a zero flying Mach
number.
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" f: R x 1 vector specifying the R frequencies in Hz at which the computation
is carried. To compute an OASPL pattern including flight effects, f would be
a vector of shifted 1/3-octave band frequencies and R would be equal to 24. If
the flight effects are turned off then f would be a vector of original 1/3 octave
band frequencies.
" kr: scalar specifying the value of the measurements' reduced frequency.
" polarangles is a 1 x T vector line specifying the T measurement polar angles
in radians.
D.3.4 create uO
The syntax for this function is
create-uO(source flag, coefficients)
" source_ flag: structure of three booleans 'source_ flag.monopole', 'source flag.dipole',
'source _flag.HELS' used to define which source model is to be used in the com-
putation.
" coefficients: F x R matrix containing the F required coefficients for each of the
R frequencies for the HELS directional point source model. To compute OASPL
patterns using 17 measurement points at each frequency, F = 16 (floor(i7)2),
and R = 24 (number of shifted or original 1/3-octave band frequencies).
D.3.5 uO
The syntax for this function is
amplitude = uO(k, rho, costheta, fn)
" k: scalar specifying the source wavenumber in m-1.
" rho: 1 x Q line vector containing the distances in meters between the source
and the observers or between the source and the outline points.
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" costheta is a 1 x Q line vector containing the cosines of the polar angles between
the inlet vector (pointing in the forward direction) and the vectors defined by
source and the observers or by the source and the outline points.
" fn: component number in the overall vector of shifted 1/3-octave band frequen-
cies corresponding to the value of 'k'.
D.4 Outputs of Main Functions
The outputs of the five main functions FindOutline, CalculateShielding, LSFit,
create_uO and uO, are described below.
D.4.1 Find Outline
The syntax for this function is
outline = FindOutline (density, minAngle, source, obj, orientation)
* outline: Structure of three 1 x P vectors containing the x, y, and z coordinates
in meters of the P points that define the object outline (outline.x, outline.y
and outline.z). If the function is unable to find a single outline, then outline
will contain more than one element. In this case, outline(i).x, outline(i).y, and
outline(i).z contain the coordinates of the ith outline.
D.4.2 Calculate Shielding
The syntax for this function is
[pScattered, pIncident]= CalculateShi elding(outline, source, observer, f, ds)
e pScattered and pIncident: two R x Q matrices containing the total transmitted
and incident pressure fields respectively (in Pa) at the Q observer locations and
for each of the R frequencies.
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D.4.3 LSFit
The syntax for this function is
coefficients = LSFit (fan noise _measurements, f, kr, polarangles)
* coefficients: F x R matrix containing the F required coefficients for each of the
R frequencies for the HELS directional point source model. To compute OASPL
patterns using 17 measurement points at each frequency, F = 16 (floor(17)2),
and R = 24 (number of shifted or original 1/3-octave band frequencies).
D.4.4 uO
The syntax for this function is
amplitude = uO(k, rho, costheta, fn)
e amplitude: 1 x Q line vector containing the evaluation of the incident pressure
field in Pa at Q locations (either observers locations or outline points).
D.5 RunScript
The script 'RunScript .m'is made of five parts:
" User Inputs.
" Find object outline.
" Generate observers, create uO.
* Domain transformation, Noise scattering computation and inverse transforma-
tion.
" Generate figure of the insertion loss.
The inputs and how to enter them are described in the User Guide.
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The code calls FindOutline to generate the shielding object outline. The next step
and if the flag relative to flight effects is set on true, is to use the transformation de-
tailed in Ref. [15, 161. The computation is then carried out in the transformed domain.
The solution is transposed in the original domain using the inverse transformation.
The last step is to plot a contour of the insertion loss.
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Appendix E
User Guide
The present document describes how to use the version 2 of the diffraction integral
method.
A brief description of what is in each chapter follows:
" Section 1, describes the structure of the main folder 'Diffraction Integral Method
v2.00'.
* Section 2, describes alternatives to starting and running the DIM code.
" Section 3, describes how to specify forward flight conditions.
" Section 4, describes how to specify the source location.
" Section 5, describes how to select one of the available source models.
" Section 6, describes how to input shielding objects.
" Section 7, describes the shielding object's outline parameters and what they do.
* Section 8, describes how to specify the observers' locations.
" Section 9, describes how to save the OASPL pattern.
" Section 9, describes two examples.
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E.1 Structure of the Main Folder
The main folder contains two subfolders.
The first one named 'Main' contains all the functions required to use the code.
The second one named 'Examples' contains two subfolders. Each subfolder corre-
sponds to a different example of how to use the code.
E.2 Starting and Running the DIM Code
The DIM code was implemented as five Matlab® functions.
There are two alternative ways of starting and runnin the code.
The first one is to type 'GUI' in the matlab command window after selecting the
'Main Functions' folder as the working folder. A graphical user interface will then be
launched helping the user inputing information.
The second one is to open the Matlab@ script called 'RunScript' (in the 'Main
Functions' folder). The user can then manually update the code to input and select
the same information as if he would have used the graphical user interface.
To reduce computational time, it is advized to use the second option.
The following sections describe how to input and select information for the code.
For more clarity, both ways of running the code will be described in each section.
E.3 Specifying Forward Flight Conditions
Flight effects can either be turned on or off. If the user chooses to account for them
then the flying Mach number has to be specified.
This can be done by
GUI: Checking or Unchecking the 'Account for flight effects' box and filling accord-
ingly the 'Flying Mach Number' field in the 'Flight Conditions' panel.
RunScript: Setting the flight effects flag (variable 'flight_effectsflag' in the script)
to true or false accordingly at line 18 and updating the value of the Mach number
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(variable 'M') at line 21.
E.4 Defining the Source Location
The source location is to be specified in the same coordinate system as the shielding
objects (see Section 6). All dimensions are in meter.
GUI: The user can simply update the fields x, y and z in the 'Point source coordi-
nates' panel.
RunScript: The user can update the values of the variable named 'source' in line
24.
E.5 Selecting a Source Model
The noise source is assumed to be compact and located at a user defined point (see
Section 4).
Three noise source models are available in the current version of the code:
" Monopole
" Dipole
" HELS directional point source
The dipole's axis in the corresponding source model is aligned with the mean flow
direction (x-direction).
To select one model the user can:
GUI: check the corresponding radio-button in the 'Source Model' panel.
RunScript: set the corresponding flag to true and the others to false in the list of
models starting at line 27.
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The dipole's axis in the corresponding source model is aligned with the mean flow
direction (x-direction).
The HELS directional point source is a model that accurately reconstructs a pres-
sure field anywhere in the space given a set of measurement points. More details can
be found in Ref. [33, 34].
The HELS directional point source model requires calibratin so futher information
is required by the user. This is:
1. A set of source noise level measurements (in dB) taken at rest (static case) and
recorded at:
(a) 1/3-octave band frequencies if the flight effects are turned off (see section 3)
or at shifted 1/3-octave band frequencies if the flight effects are turned on.
The relation between shifted and non-shifted frequencies can be described
as follows:
{fi, f2, .. f24 } tedband = v/1 A 2  ' f ' .-f2 4}1/3octave-band
with M the flying mach number input in section 3.
(b) 17 polar angles from 10 to 170 degrees around the object. A polar angle
is defined as the angle between the vector pointing from the source to the
observer and the forward direction vector (see Figure 1b).
2. The value of the reduced frequency kr at which the measurements have been
taken. Here k - 2- with c being the speed of sound and r the distanceC
between the source and measurement location (in meter). Note that its value
is the same for all frequencies so that for each of them, the acoustic radius of
the measurement is different.
The data described in 1. is entered as a 17x24 matrix contained in a matlab data file
(.mat).
The user can input the required data by:
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Figure E-1: Polar angle definition.
GUI: updating the field relative to the reduced frequency value kr and browsing the
17x24 matrix through the pop-up window.
RunScript: updating the 'filename' and 'pathname' variables (lines 34-35) to indi-
cate the location of the 17x24 matrix and the 'kr' variable (line 36).
E.6 Inputting Shielding Objects
An object is defined as a structure of three M x N matrices, obj.x, obj.y, and obj.z,
containing the x, y, and z coordinates in meters, respectively, that define the 3-D
shielding object. The object is described by N planar cross-sections, with M points
use to define each cross-section. Each cross-section is a closed contour (e.g. airfoils
for wing, circles for tube fuselage).
For each object, the user needs to specify the orientation of the planar
cross-sections used to define the shielding object. It can have one of
three possible values:
* 'x' means cross-sections are in planes nornial to the x-axis. The cross-sections
are defined by the columns of obj.y and obj.z. Columns of identical values in
obj.x specify the x locations of the cross-sections.
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Shielding object example: fuselage for a tube and wing configuration.
e 'y' means cross-sections are in planes normal to the y-axis. The cross-sections
are defined by the columns of obj.x and obj.z. Columns of identical values in
obj.y specify the y locations of the cross-sections.
Shielding object example: wing.
Y 'z' means cross-sections are in planes normal to the z-axis. The cross-sections
are defined by the columns of obj.x and obj.y. Columns of identical values in
obj.z specify the z locations of the cross-sections.
Shielding object example: vertical tail.
All the components (e.g wings, tail, fuselage) of the final shielding object are to be
saved in a single Matlab® data file.
The object and the orientations of its componenets can be input by:
GUI: Pressing the 'Browse' button down in the 'Diffracting object selection' panel
and then specifying the orientation of each component in the pop up window.
RunScript: Specifying the complete pathname of the object data file in line 39 and
then updating line 56 by entering the object names and orientations (strings).
E.7 Specifying Shieding Object Outline Parameters
Three parameters relative to the outline are to be specified by the user. A description
of them follows:
density specifies the level of accuracy wanted during the search for the shield-
ing object oultine. It is an integer of minimum value 1. High density
results in long computational time but very accuratly resolved outlines.
The optimal value is the minimal value for which no change in the noise
attenuation pattern is observed when increasing this parameter.
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minAngle is the minimum angle between the vectors of two consecutive outline seg-
ments. Its a strictly positive real number. High density results in too
many points used to define the outline. The function removes points be-
tween two outline segments when the two segments change in direction
by less than minAngle degrees.
ds specifies the length in meters of the discretized outline segments. Its a
strictly positive real number. Small value of ds results in more accuracy
but longer computational time (during the noise scattering computation).
The user can input these parameters by updating
GUI: the corresponding fields in the 'Outline parameters' panel.
RunScript: the corresponding variables line 42, 43 and 44.
Examples of values for different configurations are given in section 9.
E.8 Specifying the Observer Locations
The observer locations can be defined as lying on a plane below the aircraft (constant
z) or on a hemisphere (constant r). All dimensions are in meter.
The user can select a plane or a hemisphere and input the bounds and number of
points in the x and y directions or for the 0 and < angles (see Figure E-2) by
GUI: checking the corresponding radio-button and updating the fields accordingly
in the 'Observer locations' pannel.
RunScript: setting the corresponding flag to true and the other to false (lines 47,
48) and update the following variables accordingly.
E.9 Saving OASPL Pattern
The OASPL pattern obtained after running the code is a matrix of containing the
OASPL local value at each observer location.
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Figure E-2: Spherical coordinates.
To save it, the user can:
GUI: click on the 'save OASPL pattern' button that shows up when the computation
is over and indicate the name and directory of the data file that will contain
the pattern.
RunScript: save the variable named 'OASPL' in the workspace.
E.10 Examples
In the subfolder 'Examples', the user will find two subfolders named 'N2A' and 'N2B'
corresponding to two different Hybrid Wing Body geometries.
Each one of these folders contains the main functions, a geometry file containing
the object and a file containing fan noise level measurements ('ANOPP FanModuleMeasurements').
The Matlab® scripts RunScriptN2A.m and RunScriptN2B.m are versions of the
general RunScript with updated values. On both of these, the user can modify the
flags to understand how the code works.
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Figure E-3: N2A geometry.
E.10.1 N2A Example
In this example the shielding object is a blended wing body aircraft with two vertical
tails (a left and a right one). The origin of the coordinates system is located at the
leading edge of the aircraft (see Figure E-3).
The source is located where podded engines would be located i.e on top of the
planform. The object has three components 'planform', 'lefttail' and 'righttail'
with 'y', 'z' and 'z' orientations respectively.
The user can then modify the source definition and the observer locations. See
Figure E-4 and E-5 for screen captures of the inputs and results.
E.10.2 N2B Example
In this example the shielding object is a blended wing body aircraft without vertical
tails. The origin of the coordinates system is located at the leading edge of the aircraft
(see Figure E-6).
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Figure E-4: Screen captures, N2A example, inputs.
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Figure E-5: Screen captures, N2A example, outputs.
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Figure E-6: N2B geometry.
The source is located where the engines would be located i.e on top of the planform.
The object has only one component named 'planform' with a 'y' orientation.
The user can then modify the source definition and the observer locations. See
Figures E-7 and E-8 for screen captures of the inputs and results.
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Figure E-7: Screen captures, N2B example, inputs.
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Figure E-8: Screen captures, N2B example, outputs.
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Appendix F
Algorithmic Logic
The present document details the algorithmic logic of the Diffraction Integral Method
v2.00 (DIM v2.00).
The structure of the DIM v2.00 is detailed in 'Diffraction Integral Method v2.00:
Code description'. It is summarized in the flowchart shown in Figure F-1.
To make it easier to read, the indices associated with the discretized outline points,
observer locations and frequencies are the same throughout the document and are
recaped in Table F.1. This is also graphically represented in Figure F-2.
F.1 RunScript
F.1.1 Inputs
" Flight effects flag and flying Mach number M
" Source location (xsouce, Ysource, Zsource)
" Choice of source description (monopole, dipole, HELS directional point source)
Quantity
Outline point
Observer point
Frequency,wavenumber
Table F.1: Indices
Notation
fn, kn
convention.
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Figure F-i: DIM v2.ad: Code Flowchart.
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Figure F-2: Indices on problem geometry.
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- - - --- . . .. - - - - - __ = _ _ _ - - _ _ -1
* If flag(HELS directional point source)
- source noise measurement data (see 'LSFit' inputs for more details)
* Diffracting object defined in the same coordinate system as the source
" Outline discretization parameters (density, minAngle, outline_ds)
e Surface of observer locations (z-plane or hemisphere)
- For a constant-z plane (defined in the same system as the source location
and the shielding object):
* Starting and ending coordinates (X0 , yo) and (x1 , yi) respectively
* Number of points along each axis
* Altitude z
- For a hemisphere around the source
* Starting and ending azymuthal and longitudinal angles (#o, #1), (0, 01)
respectively.
* Number of points along the azymuthal and longitudinal directions
(no, no)
* Radius ro
N.B: The cartesian and spherical coordinate systems are defined in Figure F.1.1.
F.1.2 Outputs
" {SPLnJ},,j Ensemble of noise attenuation patters for each frequency f, and at
each observer location R
" {OASPLj},: Ensemble of Overall noise attenuation pattern at each observer
location Rj
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Figure F-3: Coordinate systems (top: spherical, bottom: cartesian).
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F.1.3 Code Logic
" Call 'FindOutline' and store object outline for specified density, minAngle,
source location.
" Store observers.
N.B: at this stage, the source does not have to be on the origin of the coordinate
system.
* Store vector of 1/3-Octave band frequencies {f }:
{fn} = (50, 63,80,100,125,160, 200, 250, 315, 400, 500, 630, 800,1000,1250,...
...,1600, 2000, 2500, 3150, 4000,5000,6300,8000, 1000O)T
* If flag(flight effects) true, compute and store
-p# = v/1 -M 2
- Dopler shifted ensemble of frequencies: {f} =
- Associated ensemble of shifted wavenumbers: {r, 2y,1n}" (c: speed of
sound)
9 Else, store: {fn} = {ffn}
* If flag(directional point source) =true
- Call 'LSFit' and get {C x1}, for each n component of {ffn},
* Call 'create_uO' to create source amplitude file 'uO'
* If flag(flight effects) true
Apply Prandtl-Glauert's approach:
* Dilate x-coordinate of outline points, observers and source locations
by dividing by #:
x
X3
- Call 'CalculateShielding' to compute incident and scattered pressure fieds
at each observer Rj and for each n frequency ({p de n },j, {Pobec}flJ
respectively). The geometry and frequencies to be passed in as inputs are
the modified ones/shifted ones.
- Apply inverse transformation to get fields at the specified flying Mach num-
be (f M>O,nj - ~M>,n,j fo n.adbsreber (pincident"f},3, {Pobject ) for each n frequency and each observer
location
* For all observers and frequencies, compute the zc-derivative of pI0;,nj
M>Onj using a 1st order finite difference scheme:Pobject
82: A.:
NB: In the case where observers are lying on plane of constant z coordi-
nate no extra computation is required to compute the above derivative.
On the contrary, in the case of a hemisphere an extra computation is
required. The only difference with the previous computation is that
the x-coordinate of the observers must be shifted of Az. A good choice
of AzV is
~ ro 01 -00
#no
* Translate modified coordinate system so that the source is located at
the origin
- Xsource
~ Y~source
Z - Zsource
* For all observers and frequencies
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- Compute
M>0,n,j
Pincident
M>0,n,j
Pobject
_ 
( n iM aP Adent -iMr Yincident rn 32
_ n,j iM 9Ponect> -iAfn
lscattered + n 32V
. Deduce attenuation at each frequency and observer location
M>O,n,j
SPLj = 20 log10 PobjectM>O,n,j'
Pincident
- For all observer locations, compute overall attenuation (OASPLj):
OASPLj = 10 log10
24 / M>On,j 2
Pobjeet
M>O,n,j
n=1 Pincident/
* Else (i.e flag(flight effects) false)
Call 'CalculateShielding' to compute incident and scattered pressure fieds
at each observer Rj and for each n frequency ({Pincident}nj fp,',object}f,,j
respectively).
For all observers and frequencies
* Compute attenuation for each n frequency
SPLj = 20 log10 -oect
n~j
Pincident
- For all observer locations, compute overall attenuation (OASPLj):
OASPLj = 10
24 ,n/ j 2
log10  'c
n=1 Pincident
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F.2 FindOutline
F.2.1 Inputs
" Density
" minAngle
" Source location (Xsojrce, Ysource, Zsource)
* Shielding object
" Orientation of shielding object's cross sections
F.2.2 Outputs
A {7};: Ensemble of discretized outline points forming a closed counter-clockwise
oriented contour
F.2.3 Code Logic
This part of the DIM v2.00 has not evolved since the DIM V1.00 (see [3]).
F.3 LSFit
F.3.1 Inputs
e Ensemble of source noise measurement levels (in dB) '{IneasurementsIn' at each
frequency f, (shifted or unshifted 1/3 octave band frequencies depending on
flag (flight_ effects))
N.B: Those measurements are taken at a constant reduced frequency value kr i.e taken
on a circle around the source. The radius of the circle depends on the wavenumber
kn or the frequency fn. In addition, kr is the same between frequencies (reason why
there is no 'n' index). It is preferably high (100-1000) to ensure that the measurement
is taken in the far field.
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* Reduced frequency kr value
e Frequencies {fn}
* Polar angles {O}y (defined as in Figure F.1.1)
" Number of measurement points no
N.B: Using 19 points of measurements equally spaced ({O} = {0..10..20... 180} deg)
will give a well behaved and accurate source description in the near field without
prohibitively increasing the computational cost.
F.3.2 Outputs
* Coefficients {Cjn }, for each frequency f, (see below)
F.3.3 Code Logic
* For each frequencyfn
- For each measurement point , store the corresponding pressure amplitude:
measurements
Pnj = Pref 10 20
with Pref = 10- 1 2 Pa
N.B: for each frequency, {pn,j}j is a no x 1 vector.
- wavenumber:
27 ~kg - f,
with c = 340m.s 1
Acoustic radii (distance between source and measurement points)
kr
rn =
kn
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* Compute maximum degree of the Legendre polynomials in the spheroidal func-
tions expansion N
N = floor(/n-) - 1
* Compute number of term in the expansion J
J = (N + 1)2
" Construct and store a matrix of indices called 'Tree'
for v from 0 to N by 1
* for I from -v to v/ by 1
- Compute -Y: 7 = V 2+ V+ I+1
Tree(%, 1)
Tree(i, 2)
= v
* Construct spheroidal function defined as WJ,(kr, cos 0) = Pf[", ) (cos 6)hTree(y,1)(kr)
PTree(j,1) or P, is the associated Legendre function and can be expressed
analytically (see Figure F-4)
- hTree(j,1) or h, is the spherical Hankel function of order v and can be
expressed analytically (see Figure F-4)
" Construct matrix WmxJ
- for j from 0 to M
* for 'y from 0 to J
Compute: TmVx 1(j, -y) = T,(kr, cos Oj)
* For each frequency, compute and return vector of coefficients {C< 1}i
{ = ([*]Tr IxJWxJ) 1 []xJj?{p },
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N.B: ([qj]T7XJ'I XJ)-1 [qf]T XJ is the pseudo-inverse of Pmxj
F.4 create uO
F.4.1 Inputs
" Source flags: flag(monopole), flag(HELS directional point source), flag(dipole)
" Coefficients {Cjy x~1}, from LSFit. If flag(HELS directional point source)==false,
then one can simply input 0 for this argument
F.4.2 Outputs
* File 'uO' to be used by 'CalculateShielding' during a computation. This file
describes the amplitude of the incident source. 'u0' has four inputs:
- k, : wavenumber corresponding to the frequency at which we want to
evaluate the source field
- n: corresponding component number of the frequency in the overall vector
of shifted or original 1/3-Octave band frequencies. Example: for f=50Hz,
n 1, ki = .92m- 1, (50Hz is the first 1/3-Octave band frequency).
| -R| = Rj: distance between the source and a considered observer. This
could also be pi because the source will be evaluated at both outline points
(noted as p') and far field observers (noted as $j)
- cos 0j: cosine of polar angle between the source and the observer (defined
as in Figure F.1.1)
F.4.3 Code logic
* If flag(monopole)= =true
ao(k,, Rj, cos O6, n) =
Rj
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PoD(x)=1
P 1-(x)= P 11(x)
Pi2
P10(x) x
Pl(x) =--3(1 - x7/
Pf (x) = 3(1 - X2
P -2(X ) = P(X
2 4 P(x)
P30(x) = (X-3)
P'(x) (32 _ 1)
P (x) -3x(1 -X2)
P (x) 3 (1 - x2)
p 3 (X) = - (X)
P (X) 2 3(X)120 P
P'(X) - (5X3 -3x)
P'(X) = 3(5X2 - 1) (1 -211
P3 (x) = 15x(I 
- X2)
P33(x) - - 15 (1 -X2)311
a) First associated Legendre functions
- -eizl
z
hb1)(Z) spheiz z +zI z
h~1)(z) - ieiz z 2 ±3iz-32 z3
h(1)) z z3 + Giz2 _ 15z - 15zi
3 ie e[ o
b) First spherical Hankel functions
Figure F-4: Analytical expressions [51 of the first a) associated Legendre functions
and b) spherical Hankel functions.
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* If flag(dipole)
uo(k, Rj, cos Oj, n) = R2 0( 1 - iknR)
. If flag(HELS directional point source)==true
- Recover N (maximum degree of the associated Legendre function in the
expansion) from J:
N = sqrt(J) - 1
- Construct the same matrix of indices 'Tree' as in LSFit:
* for v from 0 to N by 1 and for 1 from -v to v by 1
- Compute ': -y = v2 + 1 + +
- Compute and store 'Tree':
Tree (, 1)
Tree(-y, 2)
= v
=l
- Construct spheroidal function without phase contribution:
4b, (k, Rj, cos 0,) = ;(kn Rj cos 0,) ,p"Tree(72 (cos 0) hTrree(y, 1) kn R)
e ikkj Tree(-y,1)(sO) eikRj
- Constructing source amplitude:
uo(kn, Rj, cos 0, n) - {Cn. 1-}YI<}(knRj, cos Oj)
where {Cyn.1} is the 7ythcomponent of {Cn,1},.
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F.5 uO
F.5.1 Inputs
" k, : wavenumber corresponding to the frequency n
" n: corresponding component number of the frequency in the overall vector of
shifted or original 1/3 octave band frequencies
* Rj: distance between the source and the observer
" cosOi: cosine of the polar angle between the source and the observer (defined
as in Figure F.1.1)
F.5.2 Outputs
* uo (k,, Rj, cos O6, n) : Amplitude value of the incident field at a given observer
location and for a specified frequency.
F.6 Code Logic
The code is written by 'create. uO'. It contains all the quantities to evaluate the
source.
N.B: to gain speed, one can enclose an already computed matrix of indices 'Tree'.
F.7 CalculateShielding
F.7.1 Inputs
SE1 ={/j;};: Ensemble of outline point coordinates
* Source coordinates (Xsource, Ysource, zsource)
e O= 0 y { : Ensemble of observer coordinates
e {fn},: Frequencies
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F.7.2 Outputs
* {pojeet}t,,: Ensemble of total scattered pressure field for all observers Rj and
at each frequency n
* {Pincidei}nj: Ensemble of incident field evaluated for all observers Rj and at
each frequency n
F.7.3 Code logic
* Translate ensemble of outline and observers so that the source is at the origin.{ = P - (Xsource, Ysource, Zsource)
R = R3 - (Xsource, Ysource, Zsource)
" Make sure outline is a closed contour (i.e end == start).
" By calling 'CheckShadow'
- Check if each observer R3 is in the shadow and store the associated values
of the function xy (1 if in the lite region, 0 otherwise).
- Check the outline is counter-clockwise oriented as viewed from the source
and if not update the outline.
" For all observers Rj
- Call 'PrepareIntegral' to compute and store geometric parameters for in-
tegral computation performed later with the 'Integrate' function
- Compute cos 0,:
Cos 03 = -. N
s being the unit base vector in the x-direction (see figure F.1.1).
- For all frequencies in {ff},:
* wavenumber k, : k = ' f,
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* Call 'Integrate': compute and store result (P )egra)
* For all frequencies fn
- For all observers R
* Call 'uO': compute incident field Pnde
* Multiply Pneiden, by ejkRj (phase part).
* Compute diffracted field through the corresponding aperture:
aperture -integral + XjPincident
* Make use of Babinet's principle to compute field diffracted by the
shielding object
n, _ n, _ n,3
Pobject ~ Pincident Paperture
" Return {pe,j a pnjlincidentin,j and object In,j
F.7.4 Subfunction: CheckShadow
F.7.4.1 Inputs
* - : Outline point coordinates
* O = R 13.: Observer point coordinates
* ds: length of discretized outline segments
F.7.4.2 Outputs
" {xj }j: Values of X at observer locations
SE ={,A},: Couter-clockwise oriented outline
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F.7.4.3 Code logic
" Discretize outline using the 'Discretize' function (subfunction of 'FindOutline'),
* Call 'Project': Project outline points {pi} onto a paraboloid that lies under
the source and opens upward or a plane, then store the x and y coordinates of
the projection {fjodjeed {projected}
" Project observers {RJ } the same way.
" Check if the projected observer point is inside the projected outline. This can
be done by considering the 2-D projected space (stored x and y coordinates
from second and third step). The first step is to shoot lines passing through
the observer point that do not pass through one of the vertices of the polygon
and intersect it with all sides. Then if the number of intersections is even, the
point is inside the polygon, and if it is odd the point is outisde.
" Make sure the outline £ is counter-clockwise. One can use {x r 'oected. {Yioected
from second step to compute the sign of the total polygon area given by
A = E ProJectedyiprojected - proectedyprojected
If A is positive (N: number of points), then the polygon is order counter-
clockwise.
" If not counter-clockwise-oriented then inverse orientation and return a new out-
line E = {f}I.
F.7.5 Subfunction: Project
F.7.5.1 Inputs
* {xi}, {yi} , {zi} : Point coordinates
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F.7.5.2 Outputs
e {Xprojected}i ypojected}: Projected points into a 2D projected space
F.7.5.3 Code logic
* Compute and return 2D projected point locations onto an upward paraboloid
of the form z = x 2 + y2 -1 (with source at the origin):
- Compute si for each set of (xi, yi), compute
si = xi + y2
- Check if si is not zero (irrelevant if zero)
- Find ti:
1
ti = -(zi + +4s2s
- Return projected points 2-D coordinates
projected 
_xi
projectedYi tiyi
F.7.6 Subfunction: PrepareIntegral
F.7.6.1 Inputs
S = } : Outline points (defined with source at origin)
. Rj: Specified observer location (defined with source at origin)
F.7.6.2 Outputs
* {parametersi,j},j: List of parameters listed below for each outline point at
specified observer location
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F.7.6.3 Code Logic
* For all outline point p, compute and return following parameters in {parametersij}j
- N : number of outline points (without couting the first one twice)
- Lj: length of outline segment:
Li = /( p 1 - p;)2
- si: curvilinear absissa associated with the ith outline point (i starting at
1)
s =,
j=1
with
s 1 = 0.
- ei: unit directional vector of ithoutline segment:
i (p - )Li
- y3: arbitrary starting point of the i"^ edge, given by
yo = p - siei
ai = y3,,
- 2a_2 , = - a -2. (- ),ai a.b ,
a-i =a .ei,
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e 2,i ej.(-'-)
b 2= b)b
i =ai x b
62
wi = ai x
Es,i ~; i
Vi =ei x (ai - bi)
2 = evi -vi.vi
Uei ie
F.7.7 Subfunction: Integrate
F.7.7.1 Inputs
" {parametersi,j}i,j: Parameters computed using the 'PrepareIntegral' function
" kn: wavenumber
" n: corresponding component number of the wavenumber kn in the overall vector
of frequencies (1/3-Octave band).
R R- tR : distance between the source and the observer
F.7.7.2 Outputs
pgr,: transmitted pressure through at specified observer location for a given
source frequency fn.
F.7.7.3 Code Logic
o For all outline linear edges (i = 1..N, with N: number of distinct outline points
stored in {parametersi,,},3 ):
- Compute
ueiAi = -
47r
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i,
,I
ei,
i, 62 -Pi Zi-Zi-
- Compute beginning and end curvilinear abscissa
sa,i = Si
sb,i Si+1
- Find stationary phase point s,,i by computing
* s~, - -_-_i+jp__aa
s'z os,i+6p,i
- Compute the stationary phase point contribution I,, by computing:
* Ps,i = -a + 2aissti + (ss,,) 2
* Cos -Si = a-x +ssie-24PS'i
* rS,- =\1b + 2/3 ssj, + (s,,) 2
* Xs- = jn pi + rs -R
1 exp(i[x2 ,+1)
Fresnel,, = 1-exp(exp(-i3-/4)2V'rX.,j) 2v,, X
* JSri= '~yi + (ai + ,)s,+(s,) 2
* f,i = u0(k., p8 ,i, cos O,,, n)r isj )
, n +1 -(cas 5ss) 2 _ (i34+s 5 )2psi r5 ,j (psi) 3  (r s,)3
* he,i= k,"-
* Gsi~
* S 'i 2 r~s,j es el)3s,.- (Pi' (r,
- Compute starting point (.sa,i) contribution Ia,i:
* Pa,i + 2caisa,i + (sa,) 2
* cOS 0ai -2,___sa__e-2_
- PaI
* ra,iz b~ + 2/3 isa,i + (sa,i) 2
* Xa,i pointn pa,i + ra ~,i t -r
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* Fresnela,i =
1
1-exp(exp(-iir/4)2Vxai) +
1
2
* pairai =y (+ (a+ /i)Sai + (Sai)2
* fai UO(kn, Pa,i, COS Oa,i, n) Ai
* -=i+sa' + !3+Sa,i
_ ,i Pa,i ra,i
* ha,i = ,hai 2 Xa~i
* Ga,i,1 = a( 1 - (8,,i == sa,i)) or Ga,i,1 = 0 if non defined.
* Ga,2,i I (ss,i = S,i)
* Ga,i= Ga,i,1 + Ga,i,2
* Ia,i = Ga,iFresnela,i
- Repeat previous step for ending point (replacing sa,i by sb,i) to get 'bi.
- Check if the stationary phase point lies within the segment [sa,i, sb,i] (but
does not coincidates with the bounds):
indicator,,j= (s,,,i > s.,i).(sa < sb,i)
- Deduce uniform contributions of the end points and stationary phase point
for the ith edge
* Iendpoints,i = 27rjXs,jlFresnels,j(Ia,j - Ib,i)
* Is, = indicator,,.Isi
* Sum the contribution of each edge to get the amplitude part of the final integral
N-1
integralj = (Iendpoints,i + I,,i)
i=1
* Multiply by phase factor to obtain transmitted pressure
P egrai = exp(iknRj)integral3
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exp 2 ax.i'Xa
2s pXi Xa,i # 0
Xa,i = 0
